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Abstract

We have studied the origin of PeV electrons in the Crab Nebula from observational and theoretical

points of view. The Crab Nebula is known as one of the most efficient electron accelerators in the

Galaxy. PeV electrons accelerated in the Crab Nebula emit gamma rays via synchrotron emission

and inverse Compton scattering. Thus, one can probe the origin of PeV electrons with gamma-ray

observations.

Recently, >100 TeV gamma-rays which are the highest energy photons one has ever observed, were

detected from the Crab Nebula. We constructed a one-zone model to derive constraints on physical

conditions at the acceleration site. The magnetic field is required to be weak, 118 µG, to explain

both fluxes measured in MeV and > 100 TeV gamma-ray bands, which implies a weak magnetization

of the pulsar wind, σ ≃ 0.01 in the equatorial plane. Here σ represents a magnetization parameter,

which is defined by the ratio of the Poynting flux and the particle energy flux of the pulsar wind. Such

a weak magnetic field implies a large gyro radius for ∼1 PeV electrons and it is difficult to confine

PeV electrons in a compact region close to the termination shock. This indicates the presence of a

second population of electrons that is responsible for the multi MeV radiation. The two considered

electron populations could be accelerated in different regions through different acceleration processes.

We calculated the non-thermal spectra in the framework of a two-zone model. The first population

corresponds to the termination shock accelerated electrons, which is responsible for the bulk of X-ray

emission (“wind electrons” component). The second component is an ultrarelativistic Maxwellian dis-

tribution. The two-zone modelling provides a good explanation for the X-ray and gamma-ray emission

and future MeV and TeV gamma-ray missions might test this hypothesis.

Spaceborne gamma-ray telescopes revealed that 100 MeV gamma-ray radiation from the Crab Neb-

ula shows day- and month-scale variability. The day-scaled variable gamma-ray emission is dubbed

as “gamma-ray flares”. The flares require a strong magnetic field, ≥ 1 mG, and exhibit a presence

of PeV electrons. We have performed a systematic search for gamma-ray flares using 7.4-year data

(since 2008 August 8) acquired with Fermi-LAT during the off-pulse phases of the Crab pulsar. We

found nine small-flux flares (“small flares”) which were not reported in literature. The “small flares”

originate from the variable synchrotron component of the Crab Nebula, and are characterized by larger

fluxes and harder photon indices similarly to the previously reported flares. The “small flares” and the

previously reported flares are characterized by “harder when brighter” feature. These flares show day-

scale time variability and require a strong magnetic field of Bmin ≈ 1 mG at the site of the gamma-ray

production. This result seems to be inconsistent with the typical values revealed with modeling of the

non-thermal emission from the nebula and the production site of the “small flares” is different from

the typical environment in the Crab Nebula.



We have revealed that the Crab Nebula shows the month-scale variability even if all detected flares

are excluded while there is no correlation between the gamma-ray flux and X-ray flux observed by

Swift/BAT (15-50 keV). The month-scale variability indicates that the origin of PeV electrons, which

are responsible for the bulk of the synchrotron gamma-ray emission, is different from the “wind elec-

trons.” In addition, we have discovered a possible correlation between the gamma-ray flux and the

pulsar-knot separation observed by the Hubble Space Telescope. Although further observations are

required to establish a firm correlation, this is a first signature between the relation of the multi MeV

gamma-ray and the emission observed at other wave length.

The works presented in this thesis indicate that the flaring components and the bulk of multi MeV

synchrotron emission might originate from the same site which characterized by a strong magnetic

field, ∼ 1 mG.
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Chapter 1

Introducution

Recent studies have revealed that the formation of non-thermal particle distributions occur in many

objects such as supernova remnants, pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe), active galactic nucleus, and cluster

of galaxies. This implies that the particle acceleration works at various scales and environments.

Cosmic rays (CRs) provide the best example of the non-thermal particles. The energy density of

CRs is ∼ 1 eV cm−3 and this suggests CRs play an important role in the formation of the universe.

Therefore, studying the CR acceleration mechanisms, which means the way how energy is transported

from thermal to non-thermal form, is essential for understanding of the Universe.

PWNe are known to be efficient CR electron accelerators and the primary galactic gamma-ray

sources in the TeV band (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2018). The energy source of PWNe is a

central rotation powered pulsars (RPPs). The pulsar-PWN system is characterized by three regions:

(i) pulsar magnetosphere, (ii) relativistic electrons and positrons flow (pulsar wind), (iii) pulsar wind

nebula. RPPs induced ultra strong electric field in their vicinity and this field provides electrons and

positrons (hereafter electrons) through pair cascades. Eventually the plasma fills a region around the

pulsar, which is called the pulsar magnetosphere. The pulsar wind is mainly composed of the electrons

originated from the pulsar magnetosphere. PRPs release most of their rotational energy through the

pulsar wind. The pulsar wind from the central pulsar encounters the surrounding supernova remnant

and then a termination shock is formed. The electrons in the wind are accelerated and randomized at

the shock and the PWN are formed. The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) description provides the most

fruitful approach for studying the properties of the PWNe, while the MHD framework requires the

particle acceleration as a phenomenological treatment. In spite of many systematic studies, one does

not understand why PWNe are such efficient particle accelerators.

In this regard, the Crab Nebula provides a unique opportunity to test the particle acceleration mech-

anism. The central pulsar, known as Crab pulsar, has a rotation period of 33 millisecond and a large

spindown luminosity, LSD ≃ 5 × 1038 erg s−1 (Hester, 2008). The spindown luminosity of the Crab

pulsar is the second highest power among all known pulsars. The observed synchrotron luminosity of

the nebula is ∼ 1.3 × 1038 erg s−1 and it corresponds to about 26% of the spindown luminosity. The
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large spindown luminosity allows detailed observational and theoretical studies and the Crab Nebula

is one of the most studied objects in astrophysics at the present. Thanks to its brightness, the non-

thermal radiation from the Crab Nebula is observed from radio to TeV gamma-ray band, extending

over 20 decades of frequency. The Crab Nebula is treated as the “standard candle” in the X-ray and

TeV gamma-ray astronomy because of its bright and persistent radiation. The broadband spectrum

can be well explained based on MHD model via synchrotron and inverse Compton (IC) scattering ra-

diation (e.g. Kennel and Coroniti, 1984a; Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996). The synchrotron spectrum

extended up to 100 MeV indicates an presence of PeV electrons and the Crab Nebula is known to the

only leptonic PeV accelerator. In addition, the brightest TeV gamma-ray radiation allows one to detect

>100 TeV gamma-ray photons (Abeysekara et al., 2019; Amenomori et al., 2019), which is the dawn

of the multi hundred gamma-ray astronomy.

The recent spaceborne gamma-ray telescopes (Fermi and AGILE) detected the rapid gamma-ray

enhancements, called flares, so the Crab Nebula can not be treated as the “standard candle” at least

at 100 MeV. The peak synchrotron energy during flares exceeds the theoretical limit under the ideal

MHD configuration and the short time variability imposes a stronger magnetic field ∼ 1 mG than the

averaged magnetic field in the Crab Nebula revealed with modeling of the non-thermal emission from

the nebula (e.g. Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996; Meyer et al., 2010). These indicate that flares originate

from non-ordinary environment in the nebula where electrons are accelerated up to PeV. The flares are

likely associated with the acceleration via the magnetic reconnection in a highly magnetized region

(e.g Lyutikov et al., 2018a). According to 3D MHD simulations, such region seems to be realized at

the base of the jet (Porth et al., 2014).

The important issue is how and where the electrons are accelerated up to PeV energies in the Crab

Nebula. The canonical explanation is that particles are accelerated at the termination shock via the

shock acceleration. This scenario seems to be confirmed in the multi-TeV band by measurements

of the extension of the Crab Nebula in UV, X-ray and TeV bands (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al.,

2019a). However, there is still no supports for this description for multi hundred TeV electrons. In

addition, the electron acceleration up to PeV energies require an efficiency close to the maximum rate

under the ideal MHD configuration (Aharonian et al., 2002). In this regard, the >100 TeV gamma-

ray photons which are smoothly connected with previous TeV gamma-ray fluxes provide new insight

about the acceleration at the termination shock. In this energy range, the dominant target for the IC

is Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation, therefore one can extract information about the parent

electrons and the strength of the magnetic field at the acceleration site without any MHD model. In

this thesis, we derive a constraint on the strength of the magnetic field in the acceleration site based on

the one-zone modeling and discuss a possibility of the multi-component composition of the electron

distribution.

On the other hand, additional spectral component emerges during flares (e.g Buehler et al., 2012),

which indicates an existence of another electron population. The flare is treated as rare events, about
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once a year, therefore the flare component is not strongly related to persistent synchrotron emission.

However, the 100 MeV gamma-ray emission from the Crab Nebula shows variability at various time-

scales (Buehler et al., 2012), which indicates low-intensity flares might be hidden. If such flares exist,

the contribution of the flaring component may be not small for the 100 MeV gamma-ray emission. In

addition, flares characterized not only by the day-scale variability but also the month scale variabil-

ity was observed in the Crab Nebula (Abdo et al., 2011), while the origin of this variability is still

missing. A potentially effective approach is to link gamma-ray emission to some other wavelength,

where spatially resolved observations are possible. Such correlated studies may elevate limitations of

gamma-ray instruments that cannot resolve the gamma-ray production sites. The monthly gamma-ray

variability also helps to understand the origin of the multi MeV synchrotron emission and particle ac-

celeration sites. In this thesis, a systematic survey of the weak-intensity flares (“small flares”), which

has not been reported in literature and the month-scale gamma-ray analysis is performed based on 7.4

years Fermi-LAT data. We discuss flare statistics because the increased number of flares enable us to

discuss a flare property from the statistical point of view and then we characterize the environment at

the production site for each “small flare”. In order to study its origin of the month-scale variability, the

possible correlation with the hard X-ray band and the pulsar-knot separation observed by the Hubble

Space Telescope are investigated. Finally, we propose a scenario that the origin of the multi MeV

synchrotron emission is the base of the jet featured by the strong magnetic field ∼ 1 mG.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the Crab Nebula focusing on the MHD-

flow model and gamma-ray emission including flares. Chapter 3 presents the physical implications of

> 100 TeV gamma rays observed in the Crab Nebula. Chapter 4 provides a brief description of the

Fermi-LAT and the analysis method. The results of the Fermi-LAT of the Crab Nebula are shown in

this chapter. We discuss the interpretations of the variability of the Crab Nebula and the origin of the

multi MeV synchrotron emission in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents a summary of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Review: Crab Nebula

In this chapter, we summarized the magnetohydrodynamics model and radiation mechanism in the

Crab Nebula. In addition, we give explantations of the gamma-ray observation results and the current

understanding of gamma-ray flares observed in the Crab Nebula.

2.1 The MHD Model of the Crab Nebula

The Crab Nebula has been observed by many instruments and such observations allow one to under-

stand the pulsar wind nebula (PWN) system. Left panel of Figure 2.1 represents a composite image of

the Crab Nebula: X-ray image (Chandra) is shown in blue, optical continuum image (Hubble Space

Telescope) is shown in green, and red shows a radio image (Very Large Array). The X-ray image is

shown in Figure 2.1 right panel. We can see the differences in spatial extension of the Crab Nebula: the

lower photon energy image is the larger is the emission extension. In addition, the X-ray morphology

deviates from a spherical symmetry and contains the fine structures: jet, torus, and inner ring (see Fig-

ure 2.1 right panel). For description of such PWN systems, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) treatment

is widely accepted (e.g. Olmi et al., 2016; Porth et al., 2017). Seminal works were done by the Rees

and Gunn (1974) and Kennel and Coroniti (1984b) where one introduced the MHD approach. Since

the pulsar is produced after the supernova, one expects the central pulsar is enclosed by the supernova

remnant (SNR). Rees and Gunn (1974) pointed out that the termination shock is formed at the equi-

librium between the ram pressure of pulsar wind and the pressure in the nebula which allows one to

determine the radius of the termination shock:

RTS =

√
LSD

4πcpPWN

, (2.1)

where RTS, LSD and pPWN are the distance of the termination shock form the central pulsar, the spin down

luminosity and the pressure of the nebula, respectively. Rees and Gunn (1974) estimated RTS = 0.1

pc and this is good agreement with the location of the “inner ring" observed by Chandra (Weisskopf

et al., 2000) (see Figure 2.1 right). Therefore the “inner ring" is considered to be the termination shock
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Figure 2.1 left: Composite image of the Crab Nebula. Blue indicates X-rays (from Chan-
dra), green is optical (from the Hubble Space Telescope), and red is radio (from the Very Large
Array). right: The X-ray image of the Crab Nebula. The left figure is taken from https:
//apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap020920.html (Credit: J. Hester (ASU), CXC, HST, NRAO, NSF,
NASA) and the right one is from http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/1999/0052/ (Credit:
NASA/CXC/SAO) with the modifications by the author.

of the relativistic pulsar wind. The particle acceleration is assumed to occur at the termination shock.

The accelerated electrons can radiate in the downstream and we can observe their emission as a nebula.

Kennel and Coroniti (1984b) described the bulk motion of the electrons between the PWN and the

contact discontinuity (the boundary between the PWN and the SNR) based on a stationary and spheri-

cal symmetric MHD description (hereafter KC model). The schematic image of the Crab Nebula and

the SNR is shown in Figure 2.2. The KC model provides the transport and radiative cooling of elec-

trons with the analytical MHD-flow solution (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984a). This allows computing the

volume emissivity of the synchrotron radiation. Their model was extended by including the IC radi-

ation in order to explain the TeV gamma ray emission (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996). The predicted

spectrum agreed with the observed non-thermal spectrum. This supports the scenario that particles are

accelerated at the termination shock and transported with the MHD flow. Here, we provide a detailed

description of the MHD flow and the transport of the non-thermal particles based on the KC model.
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Figure 2.2 The schematic image of the Crab Nebula and surrounding the supernova remnant based
on the Kennel and Coroniti (1984b). The spacial scale is represented in logarithmic scale and x-axis
and y-axis show in unit of parsec and arcsecond, respectively. The pulsar wind (light green region)
composed of the ultrarelativistic electrons is dissipated at the termination shock which is located at
∼ 0.1 pc (black dashed line) from the central pulsar. The dissipated electrons are randomized and
forms pulsar wind nebula (dark green region). The boundary between the pulsar wind nebula and
the supernova remnant, which is called by the contact discontinuity, is located at ∼ 2 pc (black thick
line). The figure is taken from Del Zanna and Olmi (2017).

MHD model
The 1D MHD flow is determined by the three parameters: the wind magnetization, the location of

the termination shock and the upstream Lorentz factor. The most important parameter is the wind

magnetization, σ. The wind magnetization parameter represents which fraction of the spin-down

luminosity, LSD, is carried by the Poynting flux:

LSD = n1γ1u1R2
TSmec3(1 + σ) , (2.2)

and the wind magnetization parameter is defined as

σ ≡
B2

1

4πn1u1γ1mec2 , (2.3)

where me and c represent the electron rest mass and the speed of the light, respectively. The subscrip-

tion 1 shows the parameters at the upstream of the termination shock: n1, B1 γ1, and u1

(
=

√
γ2

1 − 1
)

6
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are the electron density, the strength of the magnetic field, the bulk Lorentz factor and the radial four

velocity of the wind. Under the approximation of the stationary and spherical symmetry flow with a

toroidal magnetic field, the basic equations of the MHD flow are written by:

d
dr

(cnur2) = 0 , (2.4)

d
dr

(
ruB
γ

)
= 0 , (2.5)

d
dr

(nur2ϵ) + P
d
dr

(
r2u

)
= 0 , (2.6)

d
dr

nur2
γµ + B2

4πnγ

 = 0 . (2.7)

These equations represent the conservation of number flux, the conservation of magnetic flux, the

propagation of internal energy, and the conservation of total energy. Here ϵ, µ are the relativistic

internal energy per particle and the specific enthalpy (µ = ϵ + p), respectively. P and p represent the

gas pressure and specific pressure. As shown by Kennel and Coroniti (1984b), the basic equations (Eq.

(2.4) – Eq. (2.7)) are governed by the following equation:

(1 + u2
2v2)1/2

[
δ + ∆(vz2)−1/3 +

1
v

]
= γ2(1 + δ + ∆) , (2.8)

which describes the downstream four velocity, v(z) = u
u2

in unit of the post shock velocity as a function

of the dimensionless distance, z = r
RTS

. Here subscription 2 means the parameters at the downstream

of the termination shock. The dimensionless parameters δ and ∆ in Eq. (2.8) are defined by

δ =
4πn2γ

2
2mc2

B2
2

≃ u2

u1σ
≃ 0 , (2.9)

∆ =
16πP2γ

2
2

B2
2

=

(
1 + σ
σ

)
u2

γ2
− 1 . (2.10)

δ becomes small in the strong shock limit ( u2
u1
≪ 1) and could be neglected. According to the Rankine-

Hugoniot relation which determines the jump condition between the downstream and upstream, the

four velocity and the bulk Lorentz factor at the immediately downstream, u2 and γ2, depend on only

the wind magnetization parameter σ (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984b). Therefore, the flow four velocity

is determined by the σ and RTS.

The asymptotic flow velocity at far from the termination shock, V∞, can be obtained from by Eq.

(2.8) as follows:
V∞ =

u∞
γ∞
=
σ

1 + σ
c , (2.11)

7
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where u∞ and γ∞ represent the radial four velocity and the bulk Lorentz factor at far from the termina-

tion shock. This means a large sigma flow (i.e. Poynting flux dominant) in the downstream becomes

a constant asymptotic velocity. Therefore, in order to decrease the flow speed down to the expansion

velocity of the SNR, ∼ 2000 km s−1, a weak magnetization σ < 0.01 is required.

In the case of the σ < 1, the downstream flow becomes nonrelativistic (γ2 ≃ 1), so the radial profile

of the magnetic field can be written as follows:

B(z) = B2
u2

u(z)z
. (2.12)

The strength of the magnetic filed at the downstream, B2, is determined by the Rankine-Hugoniot

relation (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984b):

B2 = 3B1(1 − 4σ) . (2.13)

Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) describe the strength of the magnetic field at the pulsar wind termination shock:

B1 =

√
LSD

cRTS

σ

1 + σ
. (2.14)

Therefore, the downstream magnetic field is also determined by the σ and RTS. Figure 2.3 repre-

sents the spatial distribution of the magnetic fields at the different magnetization parameters, σ =

0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984b). In this calculation, we assumed LSD = 5 ×
1038 erg s−1, RTS = 0.1 pc. The strength of the magnetic field increases with the deceleration of

the plasma and after the equipartition between the plasma pressure and the magnetic field pressure, the

magnetic field gradually decreases with the distance z.

100 101 102

z = r/RTS

10−5

10−4

B
[G

]

magnetic field
σ = 0.001

σ = 0.01

σ = 0.1

Figure 2.3 The radial distribution of the magnetic field for the various magnetization parameter
σ =0.1 (green line), 0.01 (orange line) and 0.001 (blue line) based on the 1D MHD model (Kennel
and Coroniti, 1984b). We assumed the spindown luminosity LSD = 5× 1038 erg s−1 and the location
of the termination shock RTS = 0.1 pc.
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Non-thermal particles
Kennel and Coroniti (1984a) first calculated the transport of the non-thermal particles with syn-

chrotron cooling and adiabatic losses. Their model is able to reproduce the emission detected from

the Crab Nebula in the optical band and higher frequencies at the synchrotron emission of electrons

accelerated at the termination shock. Atoyan and Aharonian (1996) added the IC component to ex-

plain ≳ 1 GeV emission. In order to explain the broadband spectrum in the Crab Nebula, Atoyan and

Aharonian (1996) argued that at least two distinct population of electrons is required. One is called

“radio electrons”, which are responsible for the radio synchrotron emission. The “radio electrons” are

assumed to be almost uniformly distributed in the nebula while the origin has not been established.

The other is “wind electrons”, which is composed of multi TeV electrons. The “wind electrons” is

considered to be freshly injected at the termination shock and advected with the MHD flow.

According to Atoyan and Aharonian (1996), the spectrum of the “radio electrons” is described by

nre = AreE−1.52 exp
(
− E

E∗

)
(2.15)

where E represents the electron energy. Are is the normalization constant, which is determined by the

synchrotron radio flux. E∗ = 150 GeV shows the transition between the “radio electrons” and “wind

electrons” (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996). The “wind electrons” suffer the synchrotron cooling and

adiabatic loss after the injection. Atoyan and Aharonian (1996) derived the evolution of the energy

distribution, nw, of the “wind electrons” in the nebula as

nw(r, E) =
1

(vz2)4/3

(
E′

E

)2

ns(E′) . (2.16)

where ns is the energy spectrum injected at the termination shock. E′ = E′(E, r) represents the initial

electron energy at the termination shock. The electron energy at distance z is written as follows:

E(z) =
E′

(vz2)1/3 + E′
Emax

. (2.17)

Emax shows the maximum electron energy that is attainable at a distance z with the synchrotron loss

and the adiabatic loss:

Emax = mec2
 9m3

ec6u2

4e4RTSB2
2

 I−1(vz2)−1/3 , (2.18)

where

I =
∫ z

1

x4

(vx2)10/3 dx (2.19)

The definition of u2, z and v(z) are the same as the Eq. (2.8). The injection spectrum, ns, at the

termination shock is written by

ns(E) = Aw(E + E0)−2.4 exp
(
− E

2.5 PeV

)
. (2.20)

9
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Figure 2.4 The total electron spectrum, ntot = nw + nre at different distance r ≤ RTS for σ = 0.005:
r = RTS (curve 1); r = 2RTS (curve 2); r = 4RTS (curve 3); r = 10RTS (curve 4). The dot-dashed line
corresponds to the spectrum of the “radio electrons”. The dashed line shows the electron spectrum
averaged over the entire nebula (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996).

Aw is the normalization constant and E0 = 250 GeV provides the spectral flattening below E0 (Atoyan

and Aharonian, 1996). Aw is determined by the spindown luminosity:

LSD ≃ 4πRTSu2mc3Ē
∫

nsdE (2.21)

where Ē is the mean electron energy of the pulsar wind, Ē/mc2 ∼ γ1 ∼ 106 (Kennel and Coroniti,

1984b). Thus, the spectral flattening is naturally expected below γ1 in the MHD framework. The

spectral transition between the “radio electrons” and “wind electrons” is appeared at the IR/optical

band. The detailed spectral analysis in this energy band allows one to accurately derive E∗ and E0.

The calculated total electron energy spectra (ntot = nre + nw) at various distances are shown in Figure

2.4. In this calculation, the magnetization parameter σ = 0.005 was assumed. The dot-dashed line

represents the contribution of the “radio electrons” and they are dominant component at low energies

(≲ 100 GeV). The maximum energy of particles in the “wind electrons” component achieves 2.5 PeV

at the termination shock. Because of the synchrotron and adiabatic losses, the maximum energy de-

creases when particles get advected downstream in the nebula. The obtained distribution of electrons

allows one to calculate the volume integrated emission. The calculated spectral energy distribution

(SED) is shown in Figure 2.5 (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996). A combination of the “radio electrons”

and “wind electrons” can explain the broadband SED over 20 decades. In addition, the spatial ex-

tension of the Crab Nebula in UV, X-ray and TeV energy band can be reproduced well (H. E. S. S.

10
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Figure 2.5 The non-thermal radiation spectrum of the Crab Nebula. The solid line shows the
synchrotron component and the dashed line is the inverse Compton component. Figure is taken
from Aharonian and Atoyan (1998).

Collaboration et al., 2019a; Madsen et al., 2015). The required maximum energy of “wind electrons”

is at least PeV, so the Crab Nebula has been considered to be one of the most efficient electron accel-

erators in the universe.

However, 1D MHD models can not explain the complex structures seen in the center part of the

nebula: jet, torus and wisp which are revealed by the high-resolution telescopes, e.g. Hubble Space

Telescope (HST) and Chandra (See Figure 2.1). In addition, 1D MHD models require the low mag-

netization, σ ≃ 0.003 (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984b) while the initial magnetization (i.e., close to the

light cylinder) is expected to be large, σ ≫ 1 (e.g., Arons, 2012). This discrepancy is known as the

“σ problem” and indicates the energy conversion from electro-magnetic energy to the particle kinetic

energy must be occurred at the pulsar wind region. 2D MHD models that account for the anisotropic of

the pulsar wind allow one to better understand the morphology seen in the Crab Nebula. The oblique

termination shock originated from the anisotropic pulsar wind naturally make the torus structure ob-

served in X-ray (e.g. Weisskopf et al., 2000; Bogovalov and Khangoulyan, 2002). Such anisotropy

also makes the collimated flow due to the magnetic hoop stress in the polar region, which results in the

jet structure. (e.g. Lyubarsky, 2002a; Bogovalov and Khangoulian, 2002a). Recent multi-dimensional

MHD simulations confirm this pictures (e.g., Olmi et al., 2016; Porth et al., 2017), as they produce the

jet-torus morphology originated from the anisotropic pulsar wind. The properties of wisps, e.g. their

emergence and the velocity can be also explained by the multi-dimensional MHD simulations (see,

e.g., Volpi et al., 2008; Olmi et al., 2015). In addition, 3D MHD simulations allow one to describe the

randomization of the magnetic field. This leads a significant magnetic field dispersion inside the PWN

11
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and provides a possible solution for the “σ problem” (Porth et al., 2014).

2.2 Radiation Mechanism

The accelerated particles, whose distribution is typically characterized by the power-law function,

emit the non-thermal radiation. The parents particles yield broadband radiation (from radio to TeV

gamma-ray band) spectrum via various radiation mechanisms. One needs to identify the radiation

mechanism in order to interpret observations. In PWNe, there are two dominant radiation mecha-

nisms, the synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering. In this section, we provide the basic

explanation of these radiation mechanism. In this section, we describe electron energy and photon

energy as E and ε, respectively.

2.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation

Relativistic charged particles interacting with a magnetic field emit the synchrotron radiation. Since

particles are accelerated in a magnetized medium, the synchrotron emission is an essential process in

the high energy astrophysics. Here, we briefly explain basic features of the synchrotron radiation.

The synchrotron spectrum from single electron is given by

dNSYN

dεdt
=

√
3

2π
e3B

mec2ℏε
F (x) , (2.22)

where ℏ, me, e, c, and B represent the Dirac constant, the electron mass, the elementary charge, the

speed of light and the strength of the magnetic field, respectively. The critical energy εc is defined as

εc ≡
3eℏB
2mec

(
E

mec2

)2

, (2.23)

and x is defined as x ≡ ε/εc. The function F(x) is given by

F(x) = x
∫ ∞

ξ

K5/3(ξ)dξ (2.24)

where K5/3(ξ) represents the modified Bessel function of 5/3 order. For the case of chaotic magnetic

fields, one needs to average over the pitch angle, θ which is the angle between the direction of magnetic

field and the velocity of the electron (Aharonian et al., 2010):

G(x) =
∫

sin θF
( x
sin θ

) dΩ
4π
=

1
2

∫ π

0
F

( x
sin θ

)
sin2 θdθ = x

∫ ∞

ξ

K5/3(ξ)

√
1 − x2

ξ2
dξ . (2.25)

Although Eq. (2.25) is described by a combination of modified Bessel functions, Aharonian et al.

(2010) proposed an approximation, which does not contain special functions, as follows:

G(x) =
1.808x1/3

√
1 + 3.4x2/3

1 + 2.21x2/3 + 0.347x4/3

1 + 1.353x2/3 + 0.217x4/3 e−x . (2.26)
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Figure 2.6 The synchrotron spectrum of a charged particle.

This formula provides an accuracy better than 0.2 % over the entire range of variable x. The function

F(x) and G(x), which show the spectral shape of synchrotron radiation in uniform and chaotic magnetic

fields, are shown in Figure 2.6. As seen in Figure 2.6, the peak value of F(x) and G(x) is achieved at

ε = 0.29εc and ε = 0.23εc, respectively. In the case of so called “νFν” plot, the peak energy is shifted

toward a higher energies: ε ≃ 1.3εc and ε ≃ 1.2εc. The intensity of F(x) and G(x) sharply declined

above these energies.

The peak synchrotron photon energy from single electron in chaotic magnetic fields can be calcu-

lated by

εSYN ≃ 6
(

B
100µG

) ( E
1 TeV

)2

eV . (2.27)

The total synchrotron power, averaged over the pitch angle, is given by.

PSYN =
4
3
σTβ

2cwB

(
E

mec2

)2

eV . (2.28)

where β, σT =
8πr2

e
3 , wB =

B2

8π is the velocity of the electron in unit of the speed of light, the Thom-

son cross section and the energy density of a magnetic field, respectively. re represents the classical

electron radius.

The cooling time of the synchrotron emission is given by

tSYN =
E

PSYN

=
6πm2

e c3

σTEB2 = 4 × 1010
( E
1 TeV

)−1 (
B

100µG

)−2

sec (2.29)

If the parent electrons form a power-law distribution:

dN
dE
= AE−s ,

13
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the synchrotron spectrum is also power-law energy distribution. The observed photon index ΓSYN of

synchrotron spectrum is related with the index of the electron distribution as follows:

s = 2ΓSYN − 1 . (2.30)

2.2.2 Inverse Compton Scattering

The accelerated electrons interact not only with magnetic field but also with radiation fields. Elec-

trons transfer a fraction of their energy to a target photon, which results in production of high-energy

emission. This process is called the inverse Compton (IC) scattering. The interaction through IC

provided one of the principal gamma-ray production processes in astrophysics.

The total power emitted from a single electron via IC is

PIC =
4
3
σTβ

2cwph

(
E

mec2

)2

, (2.31)

where wph is the energy density of seed photons. Note that Eq. (2.31) is valid when the energy of the

seed photon in the rest frame of the electron is smaller than the rest mass energy of the electron (ε′s ≪
mec2) (Thomson limit). Here, εs represents the seed photon energy and a prime means parameters in

the electron rest frame. The seed photon energy in the electron rest frame is ε′s = γεs and the photon

energy does not change in the Thomson regime after the scattering. Therefore the enhanced photon

energy by one scatter is ∼ γ2εs. In the case of ε′s ≫ mec2, the quantum effects have to be introduced

and the cross section decreases. This effect is called the Klein-Nishina (KN) effect which makes the

gamma-ray spectrum steep at high energy.

The typical IC energy averaged by the scatter angle can be calculated by

εIC = 5
(
εs

10−3 eV

) ( E
1 TeV

)2

GeV . (2.32)

Here, we assumed the Thomson regime. Using Eq. (2.27) and (2.32), we can derive the relation

between the energies of synchrotron and IC photons emitted by the same electron:

εSYN = 0.1
(

B
100µG

) (
εIC

1 TeV

) (
εs

1 × 10−3 eV

)−1
keV . (2.33)

This implies the electrons which produce the synchrotron emission around X-ray can also emit TeV

gamma-ray emission via IC channel. In addition, the ratio between Eq. (2.28) and (2.31) is determined

by the ratio between the energy density of the magnetic field and the energy density of seed photons.

PIC

PSYN

=
wph

wB

. (2.34)

If we know or assume the energy density of the target photon, the ratio of the intensity of the syn-

chrotron and IC components defines the strength of the magnetic field.
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Figure 2.7 The inverse Compton spectrum produced by the power-law electron spectrum with
s = 3. The temperature of the up-scattering thermal radiation is assumed to be 2.7 K (black line),
70 K (orange line) and 5000 K (green line).

In order to calculate the spectrum via IC, one needs to know the cross-section of the IC process. The

scattered photon spectrum per electron is given by:

dNIC

dεdt
=

2πr2
e c

E
n(εs)dεs

εs

[
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1 − q) +

1
2

(Γεq)2

1 + Γεq
(1 − q)

]
(2.35)

where Γε = 4εsE/(mec2)2, q = ε/Γε(E − ε), and E represents the initial electron energy (Blumenthal

and Gould, 1970). The parameter Γε determines the transition from Thomson regime (Γε ≪ 1) to

KN regime (Γε ≫ 1). In the Thomson regime, the observed spectral index ΓIC from the power-law

distributed electrons is written by
s = 2ΓIC − 1 , (2.36)

while the KN effect makes the spectrum steeper. The spectral change due to the KN effect is shown

in Figure 2.7 for each background component relevant for the gamma-ray emission in the Crab Neb-

ula:2.7 K (black line), 70 K (orange line) and 5000 K (green line). One can see a clear dependence on

the target field temperature: the higher temperature, at the low energy spectral steepening starts.

As seen in Eq. (2.35), the seed photon distribution must be defined to calculate the IC spectrum.

In the case of the Crab Nebula, one of the most important target is the synchrotron photons in the

nebula. This process, relativistic electrons scatter up the synchrotron photon, is called synchrotron-

self-Compton (SSC). The SSC in the Crab Nebula is different from the standard SSC seen in e.g.

blazars. In the case of the standard SSC, relativistic electrons emit the synchrotron and the same elec-

trons scatter up the synchrotron photon. On the other hand, the synchrotron photons are produced

not only by “wind electrons” but also by “radio electrons” in the Crab Nebula. The gamma-ray emis-

sion above ∼ 100 GeV are mainly produced by the interaction between the “wind electrons” and the
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synchrotron photon originated from the “radio electrons”. Since the “radio electrons” are almost uni-

formly distributed in the nebula, the magnetization parameter which determines the distribution of the

magnetic field at the downstream is not important (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996).

2.3 Gamma-ray Emission from the Crab Nebula

The observed spectrum in gamma-ray regime shows two components: one is the synchrotron compo-

nent which dominates below ∼ 450 MeV and the other is the IC component which becomes significant

above ∼ GeV. The Crab Nebula is known to be an only PWN which synchrotron radiation extends up

to ∼GeV energy band. The connection between COMPTEL data and Fermi–LAT data allows one to

derive the synchrotron cut-off energy, 97 ± 12 MeV (Abdo et al., 2010a).

This high-energy cut off of the synchrotron radiation is close to the theoretical limit under the ideal

MHD condition, ∼ 100 MeV (also see Section 2.4.2) and indicates the Crab Nebula is the extremely

efficient electron accelerator. The spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula in gamma-ray regime

is shown in Figure 2.8 left panel. Interestingly, the synchrotron component is not stationary and causes

a rapid and strong enhancement of fluxes called flares (Tavani et al., 2011; Abdo et al., 2011). The

observational results and the theoretical interpretations of the flares are summarized in the Section 2.4.

The IC component which becomes dominant above ∼1 GeV were discovered in 1989 with the Whip-

ple telescope (Weekes et al., 1989). The Crab Nebula is the brightest and persistent source in TeV en-

ergy range and basically all gamma-ray telescopes observe the Crab Nebula due to a cross calibration

of detectors(e.g Aliu et al., 2014; Aleksić et al., 2015; H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2014; Abeysekara

et al., 2019; Amenomori et al., 2019). The high-quality data from Fermi–LAT and TeV gamma-ray

telescopes enables one to estimate the averaged magnetic field based on the comparison of the X-ray

synchrotron and TeV IC radiation. The estimated magnetic fields is B = 100–200 µG (Abdo et al.,

2010a) and this is consistent with the prediction by the 1D MHD calculation (Atoyan and Aharonian,

1996). In 2019, two ground telescope mission, Tibet Air Show Gamma Experiment (Tibet ASγ) and

High Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC) Gamma-Ray Observatory detected above 100 TeV gamma

rays from Crab Nebula (Abeysekara et al., 2019; Amenomori et al., 2019). The observed spectrum

with Tibet ASγ is shown in Figure 2.8 right panel. This is the first light of the gamma-rays above 100

TeV.

2.4 Gamma-ray Flare Observed in the Crab Nebula

The Crab Nebula is fairly bright source and treated as a “standard candle” in the field of the high

energy astrophysics (X-ray and TeV gamma-ray bands). However, spaceborne gamma-ray telescopes

(Fermi-LAT and AGILE) revealed that ∼ 100 MeV emission from the Crab Nebula displays day-scale

variabilities, dubbed as GeV flares. The presence of flares indicates the Crab Nebula is never "standard
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Figure 2.8 left: Spectra energy distribution of the Crab Nebula from ∼ 1 MeV to ∼ 100 TeV
(Abdo et al., 2010a). The synchrotron component is shown in the blue dashed line. The IC compo-
nents based on Atoyan and Aharonian (1996) are overlaid assuming three averaged magnetic field:
100 µG (red line), 200 µG (dashed green line) and 300 µG (dotted blue line). The IC components
indicates the averaged magnetic field in the nebula is B = 100–200 µG. right: Spectra energy dis-
tribution of the Crab Nebula above ∼ 100 GeV. The data points observed by Tibet ASγ is shown in
red (Amenomori et al., 2019).

candle" in the ∼ 100 MeV. In this section, we review the recent results of the time variability in the

Crab Nebula from observational and theoretical points of view. The comprehensive review is done by

Bühler and Blandford (2014)

2.4.1 Observational Results

Tavani et al. (2011) and Abdo et al. (2011) reported the rapid gamma-ray flux enhancement (here-

after called flares) from the direction of the Crab pulsar and Nebula system. The pulsed component

was stable during the flares and the enhanced gamma-ray should be originates from the Crab Nebula.

The peak flux of flares shows > 3.5 × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 while the definition of flares are some-

how arbitrary because of the statistical fluctuation (Bühler and Blandford, 2014). The 2011 April flare

which is most examined among flares revealed the interesting activity of flares (Striani et al., 2011;

Buehler et al., 2012). The light curve of the 2011 April flare is shown in Figure 2.9. Its extremely

large flux enabled to measure the flux down to ∼ 20 minutes time bins (shorter than one orbit time

scale) and the measured doubling time of the flare showed ≤ 8 hours. In addition, the spectral evolu-

tion during the flare was measured. The temporal evolution of the SED during the 2011 April flare is

shown in Figure 2.10. The detailed spectral analysis suggests the new component was emerged (e.g.

see period 7 in Figure 2.10). The observed spectrum of the flare component was characterized by the

power-law with the exponential cut off, ∝ ε−Γexp(−ε/εcut), where ε represents photon energy. The

spectral index of the flare component shows the constant value, Γ = 1.27 ± 0.12, while the cut-off

energy, εcut, and flux strongly vary during flare. The cut-off energy represented εcut = 375 ± 26 MeV
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Figure 2.9 The light curve of the Crab Nebula above 100 MeV observed by the Fermi–LAT during
2011 April flare (Buehler et al., 2012). The data points represent the sum of the radiation of the
Crab Nebula and the Crab pulsar. The dotted line and the dashed line shows the averaged flux of
the synchrotron component of the Crab Nebula and the averaged flux of the sum of the Crab pulsar
and inverse Compton component of the Crab Nebula. The blue numbers represent the time interval
where the fluxes become constant within the statistical uncertainties.

at the maximum flare and the isotropic luminosity at the peak of the flare (period 7 in Figure 2.9) is

Liso ≃ 4 × 1036 erg s−1, which corresponds to ∼ 1% of the spindown luminosity of the Crab pulsar.

The similar analysis was performed for the 2013 March flare by Mayer et al. (2013). They reported

the variability timescale of the flare was determined to be ∼ 5 hr time and the cut-off energy at the

maximum flare was εcut = 484+409
−166 MeV.

Striani et al. (2013) reported the flux enhancement during 1–2 week scale, called “wave” (see Figure

2.11). The intensity of the “waves” is weaker than flares and they seem to be intermediate phenomena

between the stationary emission and flares. The released energy by “waves” is a few percent of the

pulsar spindown luminosity and comparable with flares. Striani et al. (2013) argued that flares and

“waves" are attributed with the same class of plasma instabilities.

The current GeV gamma-ray telescopes do not spatially resolve the Crab Nebula. In order to iden-

tify the origin of flares, the multi-wave-length observations must be required. The multi-wave-length

campaign was performed by the Chandra (X-ray), Keck (near infrared) and Very Large Telescopes

(radio) during the 2011 April flare. However flux increasing could not be detected by any observations

and only upper limit from infrared observation was obtained (Weisskopf et al., 2013). Rudy et al.

(2015) investigated the relation between the inner knot and the gamma-ray flux for three flare by the

Chandra, Keck and HST (optical). The inner knot, as known as knot 1, discovered by Hester et al.

(1995) is a compact source (a few arcmin) and located the southeast from the Crab pulsar. The inner

knot is considered to be the result of the emission from relativistically moved plasma in the down-
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Figure 2.10 The time evolution of the spectral energy distribution during the 2011 April flare
(Buehler et al., 2012). The number located in the bottom left in each time window (1-11) corre-
sponds to the number described in the Figure 2.9. The dotted line, dash-dotted line and dashed
line show the flare component, the synchrotron component of the synchrotron and the sum of both
components, respectively. The grey line represents the time-averaged spectrum of the Crab Nebula.

stream of the termination shock (Yuan and Blandford, 2015; Lyutikov et al., 2016). If the inner knot is

a site of flares, some synchronized activities are expected. However there was no relation between the

pulsar-knot separation distance and gamma-ray flare occurrence.

2.4.2 The Difficulties of the Gamma-ray Flare

After the detections of flares, many theoretical works have been done, however the origin of gamma-

ray flares is still missing. What are difficulties of gamma-ray flares? One difficulty is the observed

synchrotron cut-off energy, εcut = 375 ± 26 MeV in the 2011 April flare and εcut = 484+409
−166 MeV in the

2013 March flare. The cut-off energy of the synchrotron emission corresponds to the maximum energy

of accelerated electrons, if the energy loss is dominated by the synchrotron radiation. In this case, the

maximum electron energy can be estimated by the balance between the time scale of the acceleration

and the synchrotron loss. The acceleration time scale with electron energy, E, is written by

tacc = η(E)
rg

c
, (2.37)
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Figure 2.11 The 1 day binned lightcurve of the 2007 September and October Crab Nebula flare
detected by AGILE (Striani et al., 2013). The upper-right window represents the 12 hours binned
light curve around the flare. This episode can be divided into the “wave" (black lines) and flares
(red lines).

where η(E) and rg =
E
eB represent the acceleration efficiently and the gyro radius, respectively. Under

the ideal MHD condition, which indicates the static electric field is smaller than the magnetic field,

η(E) should be greater than unity. If we assume the most dominant energy loss process is due to

the synchrotron radiation, the condition tSYN = tacc yields the maximum synchrotron critical energy

(Aharonian et al., 2002; Arons, 2012, also see Eq. 2.29):

εmax =
27
8
α−1η−1mec2 ≃ 236η−1 MeV , (2.38)

where α is the fine structure constant. This energy is called “synchrotoron burn-off cut-off energy” and

does not depend on the strength of the magnetic field. The observed cut-off energy clearly exceeds the

maximum energy in the MHD regime.

Another issue arises from the short time variability, which is the typically day scale (Bühler and

Blandford, 2014). The upper limit of emission region is determined by the light crossing time, l <

ctvar ∼ 1 × 10−3
(

tvar
1 day

)
pc ≪ 0.1 pc. Here, tvar is observed variable time scale. It means that the flare

region must be compact compared with the size of the Crab Nebula, while the isotropic power of the

flares is quite large, close to 1% of the spindown luminosity for the 2011 April flare. It is challenging

to explain this phenomenon, because such a large fraction of the available energy is released as the

gamma-ray synchrotron emission.

In addition, the fast variability of flares requires a very strong magnetic field. From Eqs. (2.27)

and (2.29), one can derive the relation between the synchrotron cooling time, tSYN, and the typical
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synchrotron photon energy, εSYN as follows:

tSYN = 100
(
εSYN

100 MeV

)−1/2
(

B
100 µG

)−3/2

d . (2.39)

In order to explain the hour/day-scale variability, the strong magnetic field ≳ 1 mG is required. Such

a high magnetic field exceed the averaged magnetic field in the nebula (e.g. Atoyan and Aharonian,

1996) while the recent 3D MHD simulation indicates such a strong magnetic field can exist at the base

of the jet (Porth et al., 2014).

2.4.3 Theoretical Model

These observational results of flares do not reconcile to the MHD models and imply production sites

of flares to operate under very special circumstances. In order to exceed the “synchrotoron burn-off

cut-off energy”, there are three possibilities:

(i) Magnetic Reconnection: particles are accelerated via the magnetic reconnection

(ii) Doppler Boosting: flare sites relativistically move.

(iii) Small-Scale Magnetic Turbulence: stochastic magnetic field is present in the acceleration and

radiation region.

Here, we briefly describe these scenarios.

(i) Magnetic Reconnection
Magnetic reconnection is the topological reconfiguration of the magnetic field in plasma and the mag-

netic energy is released by annihilating the field lines. The ideal MHD condition breaks down and

η < 1 can be realized in the reconnection layer. The schematic view of the acceleration via the mag-

netic reconnection is shown in Figure 2.12. Electrons injected into the current sheet are accelerated by

the electric field induced in the reconnection layer (in the direction of z axis in Figure 2.12). There-

fore the reconnection layer works as a linear accelerator (Uzdensky et al., 2011). If a trajectory of

the electrons is fully confined inside the layer, the perpendicular magnetic filed, Bx, for the electrons

becomes smaller, whereas the strength of the electric field is constant. This means that the acceleration

efficiency does not change and the synchrotron radiation loss becomes smaller. In this case, the max-

imum energy of the electrons is limited by the length of the reconnection layer and the synchrotron

radiation can exceed the “burn-off” limit. In addition, the synchrotron loss time scale of such energetic

electrons is expected to be shorter than their gyro period. Therefore, one can naturally interpret that

the enhancement of the gamma-ray flux is due to a strong beaming effect. Recent 2D particle-in-cell

(PIC) simulations can explain the observed flare features: exceeding the synchrotron “burn-off” limit,

the hard spectrum, day/hour-scaled variability and the correlation between the gamma-ray flux and the

cut-off energy (Cerutti et al., 2013). In addition, Sironi and Spitkovsky (2014) performed the both
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Figure 2.12 The schematic view of the magnetic reconnection. The incoming Poynting flux is
dissipated in the reconnection layer and the outflow plasma is ejected to the direction of x-axis.
The electron which follow a relativistic Speiser orbit is accelerated by the electric field Ez in the
reconnection layer. Then the electron escapes from the layer and efficiently emits the synchrotron
radiation. (Credit: Dmitry Khangulyan, with modifications by the author.)

2D and 3D kinetic PIC simulations in the relativistic pair plasmas to examine the particle distribution

via the magnetic reconnection. They found that the non-thermal distributions are generally formed for

both 2D and 3D cases. The power-law slope, s, of the electron distribution depends on the magneti-

zation, s ∼ 4 for σ = 1 to s ≤ 1.5 for σ ≥ 50. Such a hard electron spectrum is consistent with the

observed spectral index,, in the 2011 April flare, s = 2Γ − 1 ∼ 1.5.

(ii) Doppler Boosting
Another scenario for flares origin is from the relativistic moving fluid. If a fluid element relativistically

moves, the radiation proprieties are modified by the Doppler boost. The photon energy, ε, and the time
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Figure 2.13 Termination shock in the MHD simulation performed by Camus et al. (2009). The
color bar shows the flow bulk Lorentz factor. The figure is taken from Komissarov and Lyutikov
(2011).

duration, tvar, in the laboratory frame are written as

ε = δε′ (2.40)

tvar =
t′var

δ
, (2.41)

where ε′ and t′var are the photon energy and the flare duration in the fluid co-moving frame, respectively.

Here, δ is Doppler factor:

δ ≡ 1
γ(1 − β cos θ)

, (2.42)

where γ is the fluid bulk Lorentz factor in the downstream and θ is the angle between the line of

sight and the velocity vector of the fluid bulk motion. The Doppler boost allows the reduction of the

maximum photon energy and relaxes the constraint on the size of the flaring region. Recent MHD

simulations suggests that an oblique termination shock can produce relativistic flow (γ ∼ 5) at high

latitudes (Camus et al., 2009, also see Figure 2.13). In this regard, the inner knot observed by the HST

(Hester et al., 1995) is a promising candidate because the recent 3D MHD simulations revealed that the

radiation from the region where the flow is characterized by a high Lorentz factor at the downstream

can be observed as a compact knot (Porth et al., 2014). However, as we mentioned in Section 2.4.1,
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the multi-wave-length observations suggested the inner knot as a flare origin is less promising.

(iii) Small-Scale Magnetic Turbulence
If small scale magnetic turbulence is present, synchrotron spectra are significantly changed. The

“small” is determined by the typical magnetic field fluctuation length (λB) and the non-relativistic

gyro radius (λph =
mec2

eB ). For λph ≫ λB, the radiation is produved in a different regime, called jitter radi-

ation (Kelner et al., 2013). The peak energy is shifted by a factor λph/λB from the critical synchrotron

energy (see Eq. (2.23)). The minimum scale of the turbulence is imposed by the Landau damping

(H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2019b):

λB

λph

=

√
ϵe

4πe2ne

eB
mec2 =

ϵe

mec2

√
B2

4πϵene

(2.43)

where ne and ϵe are number density of electrons and mean energy per electron, respectively. In the case

of the Crab Nebula, ϵe
mec2 corresponds to the wind bulk Lorentz factor and significantly larger than unity

, while B2

4πe2neϵe
∼ 1 for the energy equipartition between magnetic fields and particles. So, one expects

λB
λph
> 1 and the jitter radiation seems to be less feasible. On the other hand, if large scale turbulence is

presented, synchrotron spectra are deformed near the cut-off energy. Bykov et al. (2012) demonstrated

that such fluctuations of the magnetic field shift the cut-off to the higher energies.
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Chapter 3

Physical Implications of the
Gamma-ray Emission beyond 100 TeV
Observed in the Crab Nebula

Recently the gamma-ray emission beyond 100 TeV was reported with Tibet Air Show Gamma

Experiment and High Altitude Water Cherenkov Gamma-Ray Observatory. Observed spectrum is

smoothly connected to the previous TeV gamma-ray spectra (below 100 TeV) and the consistency

between the past observations and new observations makes ∼ 100 TeV gamma-ray results more reli-

able. The smooth connection of the gamma rays suggests the same electron distribution produces the

gamma-ray emission above 100 TeV. According to the current pulsar wind nebula model, the gamma-

ray above ∼ 1 GeV is produced via inverse Compton scattering from non-thermal electrons accelerated

at the termination shock. We can investigate the environment nearby the acceleration site based on the

highenergy electrons responsible for 100 TeV gamma ray because of the rapid radiation cooling time.

In addition, the extension of gamma-ray spectrum allows one to predict a possibility of the detection

by future measurements (e.g. Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory) from PeV electrons. In

this chapter, we discuss a constraint on the strength of the magnetic field based on the simple one-zone

model and an implication of two-zone model. Most of the contents in this chapter are taken from

Khangulyan et al. (2020).

3.1 Non-thermal Steady Emission from the Crab Nebula

The non-thermal emission from the Crab Nebula covers an unprecedented energy range, including

high-energy and very-high-energy (VHE, > 100GeV) gamma rays (see Hester, 2008, and references

therein), and demonstrates complex energy-dependent morphology (Weisskopf et al., 2000; Madsen

et al., 2015; Yeung and Horns, 2019; H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2019a). Presently, the magne-

tohydrodynamic (MHD) description provides the most fruitful approach for studying the properties
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of pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) (Kennel and Coroniti, 1984a; Bogovalov and Khangoulian, 2002b;

Komissarov and Lyubarsky, 2004; Bogovalov et al., 2005; Volpi et al., 2008; Camus et al., 2009;

Bucciantini, 2014; Porth et al., 2014; Barkov et al., 2019). In this framework, one assumes that the

central pulsar ejects an ultrarelativistic wind that interacts with the surrounding medium (Rees and

Gunn, 1974; Kennel and Coroniti, 1984b). The bright non-thermal nebula corresponds to the shocked

pulsar wind. Relativistic electrons are presumably accelerated at the pulsar wind termination shock

and interact with the background fields while being advected in the down-stream region. Their syn-

chrotron emission, which is generated at the interaction with the nebular magnetic field, dominates in

the range from radio to 100 MeV energies; and the emission that is registered at GeV energies and

above is produced by inverse Compton (IC) scattering of background and synchrotron photons (see,

e.g., Aharonian and Atoyan, 1998).

The size of the Crab Nebula depends on photon energy, which is most likely caused by the different

cooling times of the parent electrons. If one assumes that the emitting particles are injected at the

pulsar wind termination shock and get advected with the down-stream flow, then one can reproduce

the extension of the Crab Nebula seen in UV, X-ray, and TeV energy bands reasonably well (Madsen

et al., 2015; H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2019a). This suggests that the termination shock plays

an important (or even the major) role in the acceleration of non-thermal particles. There are however

certain caveats in this conclusion. First of all, the termination shock is expected to have a complex non-

spherical shape (Bogovalov and Khangoulyan, 2002; Lyubarsky, 2002b). Thus, the physical conditions

should vary considerably depending on the specific region of the pulsar wind termination shock. Only

very accurate simulations together with detailed observations may hypothetically localize presumably

the most important region with particle acceleration (Olmi et al., 2015). The particle acceleration sites

localized with X-ray observations are responsible for acceleration of TeV electrons and this does not

exclude possible existence of other acceleration sites, especially those contributing to other energy

ranges. For example, modeling of the radio morphology does not allow one to define the origin of

the radio-emitting electrons (i.e., with energy of ∼ 100 GeV) in the Crab Nebula (Olmi et al., 2014).

On the other hand, detection of intense flares in the GeV band implies efficient acceleration of PeV

electrons in environments characterized by a very strong magnetic field, in excess of 1 mG (Buehler

et al., 2012; Bühler and Blandford, 2014). Such a strong magnetic field is inconsistent with the pulsar

wind termination shock, except maybe in the region close to the pulsar rotation axis (Porth et al., 2014).

There are little doubts that magnetic fields are essential for particle acceleration. However, the mag-

netic field at the accelerator also makes particles to loose energy due to synchrotron cooling. Thus,

particle acceleration unavoidably competes with energy losses, and the maximum attainable energy for

non-thermal particles does not generally determines the efficiency of the acceleration process (Aha-

ronian et al., 2002). If synchrotron losses are the dominant cooling mechanism, which is almost

unavoidable for the acceleration of extremely energetic electrons, then the product of the maximum

attainable energy and the square root of the magnetic field strength, EmaxB
1/2, can be taken as a measure
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of the accelerator efficiency.

If the acceleration and the emission regions are characterized by the same strength of the magnetic

field, then the cut-off energy of the synchrotron component provides a good probe for the acceleration

efficiency. In the case of PWNe, MHD simulations suggest that regions with very different strength of

the magnetic field co-exist inside the nebula, so non-thermal spectra have a limited ability to constrain

the physical conditions at the acceleration site. For the conditions expected in PWNe, only the emis-

sion from ultra-high-energy (UHE, > 100 TeV) particles, which have cooling times short enough, may

probe the physicals conditions in the accelerator. The synchrotron emission generated by these parti-

cles appear at the energies above 100 keV and the modern instruments have a limited ability to probe

this energy band. In particular, the information obtained with Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-

LAT) allows one to probe the above-cut-off part of the synchrotron spectrum, the emerging part of the

IC component, and the GeV flares. While the flares are most-likely produced in some specific sites in

the nebula, the shape of the cut-off part of the spectrum does not allow one to robustly constrain the

conditions in the accelerator as it requires a very precise mathematical description of the acceleration

mechanism (see, however, Zirakashvili and Aharonian, 2007, for a consideration of acceleration in

non-relativistic regime).

Recently it was reported the detection of the Crab Nebula in the UHE regime with Tibet ASγ and

High Altitude Water Cherenkov Gamma-Ray Observatory (HAWC) (Amenomori et al., 2019; Abey-

sekara et al., 2019). These measurements extend considerably the nebula spectrum, which was previ-

ously measured upto 80 TeV with High Energy Gamma Ray Astronomy (HEGRA) (Aharonian et al.,

2004). The emission reported by Tibet ASγ and HAWC collaborations is predominately generated on

the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR), and it allows modelling which is free from

several additional assumptions, in particular on the intensity and distribution of the synchrotron target.

As the reported spectrum smoothly connects to the well-established part of the spectrum, 100 GeV –

50 TeV, it seems to be feasible that UHE and VHE photons registered with Tibet ASγ, HAWC and

HEGRA are produced by particles that originate at the same acceleration site. Thus study of the UHE

gamma ray should allows one to constrain accurately the physical conditions at the site responsible for

the acceleration of the major fraction of VHE particles in the Crab Nebula.

3.2 Ultra-High-Energy (UHE) Particles in the Crab Nebula

While high-energy particles in PWNe predominately lose their energy due to synchrotron, IC, and

adiabatic losses, in the UHE domain synchrotron losses are expected to dominate. Thus, the particle

cooling time can be estimated as:

tSYN ≃ 4 × 105
( E
1 PeV

)−1 ( B
1 mG

)−2

s , (3.1)
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where E and B are the electron energy and magnetic field strength, respectively. The advection distance

lSYN = tSYNVf ≃ 4 × 10−3
( E
1 PeV

)−1 ( B
1 mG

)−2

Vf pc . (3.2)

where Vf is flow velocity in the units of the speed of light. In PWNe, the down-stream magnetic field

may considerably change on scales comparable to the termination shock radius, RTS, (see, e.g., Kennel

and Coroniti, 1984a), which allows one to define a dimensionless advection distance:

λSYN =
lSYN

RTS

= 10−2
( Vf

0.3

) ( RTS

0.1 pc

) ( E
1 PeV

)−1

. (3.3)

The above estimate suggests that the emission of UHE > 100 TeV electrons indeed provides a good

probe for the physical conditions in the acceleration region.

3.2.1 Radiation from the UHE Particles

The typical synchrotron photon energy of UHE electrons can be written in the Eq. (3.4):

εSYN ≃ 60
( E
1 PeV

)2 ( B
1 mG

)
MeV . (3.4)

Therefore, the synchrotron emission of UHE electrons appears in the gamma-ray energy band, which

can be probed by spaceborn instruments sensitive for > 100 keV emission (given B ≥ 100 µG and

E ≥ 0.1 PeV). This band on one hand has quite a limited coverage and there is no robust detection

of any features that may help to disentangle the influence of the magnetic field strength and parent

particle energy. Thus, the observational information solely contained in the synchrotron emission does

not allow one to constrain the parameters in the emitting region.

On the other hand, several different photon fields may provide an important target for the IC emission

generated in the Crab Nebula (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996; Aharonian and Atoyan, 1998). Three

dominant IC components are generated on far-infrared (FIR), CMBR, and synchrotron photons. Up-

scattering of synchrotron photons through the synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) channel provides the

major contribution at TeV energies. The synchrotron target is however characterized by a relatively

high photon energy, and the SSC process is significantly attenuated for UHE electrons due to the

Klein – Nishina (KN) effect. The KN reduction of the IC cross-section occurs if electrons up-scatter

photons with an energy, εs, exceeding the limiting value:

εs ≥ εkn = 3 × 10−4
( E
1 PeV

)−1

eV . (3.5)

The flux from the Crab Nebula at these energies is about 10−10 erg s−1 cm−2. For the nebula radius of

Rn ≃ 1 pc, the energy density of the synchrotron target, which is up-scattered in the Thomson regime,

is ∼ 10−2 eV cm−3. This value falls significantly below the energy density of the Galactic background

photon fields.
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If the target is a diluted Plankian photon field, then the limit by Eq. (3.5) corresponds to a temperature

of 10 K. This implies that all background fields, except the CMBR, are up-scattered deep in the

KN regime. Thus, one expects that the emission detected with Tibet ASγ and HAWC in the UHE

regime is predominately generated on CMBR photons. This conclusion is consistent with numerical

calculations shown in Figure 3.1. The spectral calculations shown in this figure were performed with

the package naima (Zabalza, 2015). An analytic approximation suggested in Aharonian et al. (2010)

was used for computing the synchrotron emission; the SSC spectrum was obtained by integrating the

scattering-angle averaged cross-section (Aharonian and Atoyan, 1981); and the IC spectra generated

on the Galactic background fields were calculated with an analytic approximation by Khangulyan et al.

(2014). We adopted a one-zone approximation, which assumes a spatially homogeneous model, and

the electron distribution was assumed to be a broken power-law with an exponential cutoff:

dN
dE
= A exp

− (
E

Ecut

)2 ×


 E

1 TeV

−α1

if E < Ebr Ebr

1 TeV

α2−α1  E

1 TeV

−α1

if E > Ebr

. (3.6)

Here E is electron energy, A is an electron spectrum normalization constant, Ecut is cutoff energy, and

Ebr is power-law break energy. We adopted the following parameters*1: Ecut = 1.863 PeV, Ebr =

0.265 TeV, α1 = 1.5, α2 = 3.233 and B = 125 µG (see also Meyer et al., 2010).

The IC spectra generated by four different photon fields, i.e., CMBR, FIR (a graybody distribution

with temperature Tfir = 70 K and energy density Ufir = 0.5 eV cm−3), near-infrared (NIR) (kTnir =

5000 K, Unir = 1 eV cm−3), and synchrotron photons, are shown together with their summation in

Figure 3.1. We assumed that the synchrotron target is homogeneously generated in the nebula, and the

volume averaged density of the SSC target is enhanced by a factor of 2.24 as compared to the boundary

region of the nebula (see Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996, for details).

Since the UHE gamma rays are predominantly generated by CMBR IC, the properties of the target

are firmly defined and one can robustly define the spectrum of the emitting particles. Using the approx-

imate formulae suggested by Khangulyan et al. (2014), one can conclude that to generate the highest

energy part of the spectrum reported by Tibet ASγ, ε ≃ 300 TeV, electrons with energy up to 0.8 PeV

are required. The corresponding numerical calculations are shown in Figure 3.2. This figure shows

that the Tibet ASγ measurements constrain the particles in the range 50− 750 TeV, in a parameter-free

way. The calculation of the synchrotron emission from these particles requires additional assumptions

on the strength and possible distribution of the magnetic field. In order to constrain on the parameters,

quality of the ≳ 50 TeV gamma-ray data becomes important because the dominant the seed photon

field changes from SSC to CMBR. The previous most highest gamma-ray data point was measured

*1These parameters are suggested in the naima documentation at https://naima.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
radiative.html
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Figure 3.1 Gamma-ray spectrum of the Crab Nebula. The gamma-ray data are taken from Fermi-
LAT (Buehler et al., 2012), HEGRA (Aharonian et al., 2004), H.E.S.S. (Aharonian et al., 2006),
MAGIC (Albert et al., 2008), Tibet ASγ (Amenomori et al., 2019), HAWC (Abeysekara et al., 2019).
IC spectra produced on four different photon fields: SSC (solid line), CMBR (dashed line), FIR
(dash-dotted line), and NIR (dotted line) are shown together with their summation (thick solid line).

upto 80 TeV with HEGRA (Aharonian et al., 2004). HEGRA is a relatively old instrument and the re-

liability is somehow doubtful. The recent measurements with Tibet ASγ and HAWC are consistent with

HEGRA data points, therefore the ≳ 50 TeV gamma-ray results become much reliable. Note that we

can see a discrepancy between the one-zone model and the observed spectrum from ∼1 GeV to ∼100

GeV in Figure 3.2. This gap originates from the simplification of the one-zone model*2. However, this

discrepancy does not affect the obtained parameters in the following, because the energy range of the

parent electrons responsible for ≲ 100 GeV gamma rays is significantly lower than the UHE gamma

rays.

The obtained the strength of the magnetic field B = 125 µG is based on the global one-zone mod-

elling. Figure 3.3, we show the synchrotron emission from 50 − 750 TeV electrons for three different

strengths of the magnetic field as obtained in the framework of a one-zone model (all the remain-

ing model assumptions are the same as in Figure 3.2). One can see that the synchrotron emission of

∼ 300 TeV electrons (derived model-independently from the Tibet ASγ measurements), violates the

*2If the particle transport with radiative cooling and adiabatic loss based on the MHD-flow model is considered, this dis-
crepancy can be solved (e.g. H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al., 2019a).
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Figure 3.2 Synthetic non-thermal emission computed with a one-zone model (thick solid line).
Synchrotron and IC emission by electrons from several energy ranges, 5 – 25 TeV, 25 – 50 TeV,
50 – 100 TeV, 100 – 250 TeV, 250 – 500 TeV, 500 – 750 TeV, are shown with thin solid lines.
The magnetic field was assumed to have a strength of B = 125µG. In addition to the gamma-
ray data shown in Figure 3.1, the following X-ray and soft gamma-ray measurements are shown
XMM-Newton (Kirsch et al., 2005), INTEGRAL/SPI (Jourdain and Roques, 2009), and COMPTEL
(Kuiper et al., 2001).

flux level in the MeV band measured with INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory and

Imaging Compton Telescope (COMPTEL), unless B ≲ 125µG.

To illustrate that these data indeed constraint the strength of the magnetic field with very high accu-

racy, we try to derive a magnetic field using INTEGRAL/SPI fluxes and > 10 TeV gamma-ray fluxes

(with energy above 10 TeV that include the HEGRA , H.E.S.S. and Tibet ASγ measurements), which

more appropriately represents the field in the acceleration site *3. The computation of the spectral

energy distribution (SED) models and subsequent fit to the multi-wave-length spectra are performed

using the naima Python package (Zabalza, 2015). naima allows one to obtain the best-fit values and

posterior probability distributions of the model parameters given the SED points from the χ2, calcu-

lated assuming that the SED point uncertainties are Gaussian and uncorrelated. The model parameters

are scanned using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, as implemented in the emcee

*3Electrons responsible for 100 TeV IC emission mostly produce synchrotron radiation visible with INTEGRAL/SPI and
partially at the COMPTEL bands. Since a larg part of the COMPTEL data points are measured at significantly higher energies,
they cannot be reproduced by the radiation model. Therefore we only use only INTEGRAL/SPI data points.
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Figure 3.3 Computed synchrotron emission from electrons with energy in the range from 50 to
750 TeV for three different magnetic field strengths, B = 125 (thin solid line), 150 (dashed line),
and 200µG (dotted line). The electron energy distribution was kept unchanged to satisfy the Tibet
ASγ measurements. The synthetic non-thermal spectrum is shown with thick solid line. For the
origin of the shown data points see Figures. 3.1 and 3.2.

package (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013). For all model parameters we assume a flat prior probability

distribution, within physical constraints on the parameters values (e.g., particle densities are positive).

We scan the normalization A and the cutoff energy Ecut in logarithmic space, so that the fit parame-

ter is actually log10(A/eV−1) and log10(Ecut/1 TeV), respectively. The energy distribution of emitting

particles is assumed to be a power-law with exponential cutoff:

[E]N = A
( E
1 TeV

)−α
exp

− (
E

Ecut

)β , (3.7)

where E is electron energy. The particle spectrum is determined by four parameters: A is normaliza-

tion; Ecut is cutoff energy; α is the spectral index of a power-law distribution; and β is the cutoff index.

The obtained parameters are shown in Table 3.1. In addition, we provide the results of the probabil-

ity density distributions of the model parameters in Figure A.1. The MCMC simulations require the

magnetic field strength to be in the range B = 118+3
−2 µG, which is consistent with a less sophisticated

estimate shown in Figure 3.3.

The obtained limit does not concern the acceleration of PeV electrons. The IC emission of PeV elec-

trons should appear in the spectrum above 400 TeV. Currently, no measurements are available in this

energy band. However, it is expected that Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO), a
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Table 3.1 Results of fitting of the hard X-ray and multi-TeV spectra of the Crab Nebula with naima.

parameter value

magnetic field B = 118+3
−2 µG

normalization A = 1.0+0.2
−0.1 × 1035 eV−1

power-law index α = 2.88 ± 0.04

cutoff energy Ecut = 330 ± 20 TeV

cutoff index β = 1.6 ± 0.2

new powerful cosmic ray facility, will soon probe the gamma-ray spectrum of the Crab Nebula in this

energy interval (see He, 2019, and references therein). Remarkably, the attenuation of such energetic

photons from the Crab Nebula due to the interactions with diffuse galactic radiation fields is expected

to be not significant (Vernetto and Lipari, 2016).

3.2.2 The Possibility of the Electron Acceleration upto PeV at the Termination
Shock

One-zone modelling requires weak magnetic field at the acceleration site, B = 125 µG*4. In order to

explain the ∼ 100 MeV gamma-ray emission via the synchrotron channel, the electron cut-off energy

should reach several PeV based on the MHD flow model (Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996; Meyer et al.,

2010). A similar cut-off energy is obtained by the one-zone modelling, Ecut ≃ 1.8 PeV with the strength

of the magnetic field B = 125 µG. However, if the magnetic field has a statistical characteristics which

is described by the probability density function (PDF), the cut-off shape of the synchrotron spectra-

shape may be strongly affected. As the result, the synchrotron spectrum can extend to higher energy

range than the simple exponential cutoff. Here, we tried two types of the PDF: (i) exponential type

(Zirakashvili and Ptuskin, 2008) and (ii) gaussian type (Bykov et al., 2012; Derishev and Aharonian,

2019). The PDF is discribed as follows:

PDFexp =
6B
B2

0

exp
− √6B

B0

 , (3.8)

PDFgauss =

(
6
π

)1/2 3B2

B3
0

exp
−3B2

2B2
0

 . (3.9)

Here B0 represents the square root of the mean square of the random magnetic field:

⟨
B2

⟩
=

∫ ∞

0
B2PDFexp/gaussdB = B2

0 . (3.10)

*4We do not account for relative flux uncertainties between different instruments, thus the strength of the magnetic filed,
B = 125 µG, is indistinguishable from the reveled by the MCMC simulation result, B = 118 µG.
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Figure 3.4 Synchrotron spectrum of the uniform magnetic (dashed orange line), the exponential
distributed magnetic field (dashed blue line), and the gaussian distributed magnetic field (dashed
green line). The solid line represents the synthetic non-thermal radiation spectra.

In the case of Eq. (3.8) and (3.9), the analytical form of the synchrotron spectrum of a single electron

was found by Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2010) for the exponential type and Derishev and Aharonian

(2019) for the gaussian type:

Rexp(ω/ωc) = 1.50(ω/ωc)1/3(1 + 1.53(ω/ωc)1/2)11/6 exp (−961/4(ω/ωc)1/2) , (3.11)

Rgauss(ω/ω0) =
α

3
(mec2)2

E2

(
1 + (ω/ω0)2/3

)
exp (−2(ω/ω0)2/3) , (3.12)

where α is fine structure constant and ωc and ω0 are defined as follows:

ωc ≡
3E2eB0

2m3
ec5
,

ω0 ≡
8
9
ωc .

Here, E, e, me, and c represent electron energy, the elementary charge, the electron mass, and the speed

of light.

The calculated synchrotron spectrum is shown in Figure 3.4. We assumed the electron energy distri-

bution to be a broken power-law with exponential cutoff and the obtained cutoff energy is Ecut,uni = 1.9

PeV, Ecut,exp = 1.4 PeV, and Ecut,gauss = 1.6 PeV for the uniform magnetic field, the exponential distributed
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Figure 3.5 The angular averaged magnetic field strength in log scale. The black circle indicates a
weak magnetic field region. The blue circle represents the gyro radius of 4 PeV electrons in 100 µG.
The figure is taken from Porth et al. (2014) with modifications.

magnetic field, and the gaussian distributed magnetic field, respectively. Therefore the required cut-

off energy is still above PeV, even if we consider a stochastic magnetic field configuration which can

extend the tail toward high energy.

In the standard MHD paradigm, the particle acceleration occurs at the termination shock. However,

this hypothesis seems to be inconsistent for multi PeV electrons, which are required to explain the

flux of 100 MeV gamma rays. From Eq. (3.4), one can obtain the electron energy emitting 100 MeV

gamma-ray synchrotron, E ≃ 4 PeV. The gyro radius of such electrons is:

rg = 0.04
( E
4 PeV

) ( B
100 µG

)−1

pc ≃ 0.4RTS . (3.13)

Recent 3D MHD simulation indicates that 100 µG magnetic field is expected in a tiny region near

the termination shock, (see the black circle in Figure 3.5) (Porth et al., 2014). If we assumed a weak

magnetic field B = 100 µG, the gyro radius of the PeV electron is about 40 % of the termination shock.
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Figure 3.5 suggests the gyro radius becomes larger than the weak magnetic region, which means the

difficulty to confine the multi PeV electrons in this region. In addition, the larger gyro radius indicates

the plane shock approximation does not hold and the acceleration efficiency should decrease. These

imply the electrons which are responsible for the 100 MeV gamma ray can hardly be produced at the

weak magnetic field region. The one solution is the electrons responsible for the synchrotron gamma-

ray emission originated from the different population from the X-ray emitting electrons, i.e. two-zone

model.

3.2.3 Two-zone Modelling

The synchrotron spectrum of the Crab Nebula extends to energies beyond 100 MeV and requires

electrons with energy up to several PeV. This emission component is conventionally associated with

the electrons accelerated at the termination shock, however the gamma-ray spectrum in the 1 to

100 MeV band is not smooth. It shows a structure which can be better reproduced by two differ-

ent populations of UHE electrons described by power-law distribution with an exponential cut-off

(Ecut = 500 TeV) and by relativistic Maxwellian-like distribution (Aharonian and Atoyan, 1998). The

relativistic Maxwellian-like distribution is written by

dN
dE
= A2E2 exp

(
− E

ET

)
, (3.14)

where A2 and ET represent a normalization factor and a temperature parameter. We note that a Maxwell

distribution does not indicate the thermal equilibrium, but just a very hard acceleration spectrum. The

superposition of emission of these two components is demonstrated in Figure 3.6. These two electron

populations could be accelerated in different regions through different acceleration processes. For

example, Sironi and Spitkovsky (2014) have shown that a hard distribution of non-thermal particle

can be formed by magnetic reconnection in highly magnetized environments. Lyutikov et al. (2018b)

suggested that an electron component accelerated by magnetic field reconnection operating in the

bulk of the nebula (see, e.g., Komissarov, 2013) might be responsible for the dominant radio and

soft gamma-ray emission detected from the Crab Nebula. Magnetic reconnection is considered as a

feasible mechanism to power the Crab flares (Cerutti et al., 2012, 2013; Lyutikov et al., 2018a), thus

the particles producing the steady MeV and flaring GeV synchrotron emission may have a common

origin (see the discussion in Lyutikov et al., 2018b). We show in Figure 3.6 synthetic spectra computed

for three different strengths of the magnetic field in region where the Maxwellian-like distribution is

localized: B2 = 125, 500, and 1000µG. As it can be seen by a suitable choice of the temperature

parameter (ET = 260, 130, and 90 TeV, respectively), one can get identical synchrotron spectra. In

contrast, the IC spectra show important differences (see Figure 3.6).

First of all, if the MeV spectral feature is real, one should expect a significantly smaller flux at

300 TeV. The expected difference is comparable with the Tibet ASγ error, so presently we cannot make
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Figure 3.6 Computed synchrotron and IC emission components produced by two populations of
electrons: a power-law with exponential cut-off energy distribution in B = 125µG magnetic field,
and a relativistic Maxwellian in B = 125, 500, and 1000µG fields. For the origin of the shown data
points see Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

any quantitative statement. However, the future measurements LHAASO should allow distinguishing

between these two cases (shown with black and gray lines in Figure 3.6). To illustrate that, we show in

Figure 3.6 the LHAASO sensitivity expected for one-year exposure(Bai et al., 2019). We also note that

important new information can be obtained, as well, in the MeV energy band, e.g., with Gamma-Ray

and AntiMatter Survey (Aramaki et al., 2020) or e-ASTROGAM (de Angelis et al., 2018). If these

observations will confirm the two-component composition of the Crab Nebula spectrum, then one can

attempt to define the magnetic field strength in the “Maxwellian region”. Although from Figure 3.6

it may look as the LHAASO sensitivity is not good enough for such measurements, we remind that

the shown sensitivity corresponds to one-year exposure. If the instrument will operate long enough,

e.g. ten years, its performance may appear to be sufficient for obtaining a meaningful constraint on the

magnetic field strength in this hypothetical “Maxwellian region.”

3.3 On the Magnetization of the Pulsar Wind

The MHD framework provides important insights into non-thermal physical processes in PWNe.

In particular, this concerns the dynamics of the magnetic field, particle transport and their radiation.

Although the simplest 1D analytic models helped to advance the studies of PWNe, the most realistic
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results are achieved with numerical 3D MHD simulations (see, e.g., Porth et al., 2014; Barkov et al.,

2019).

The MHD models have limitations among which the phenomenological treatment of particle accel-

eration is essential. Although it is proved that relativistic outflows on different astrophysical scales

are characterized by particle acceleration and radiation, PWNe demonstrate unprecedentedly high effi-

ciency of non-thermal processes. Despite the systematic study of PWNe, it is still not fully understood

what makes of PWNe so efficient high-energy sources.

One of the key parameters in MHD models applied to PWNe is the magnetization of the pulsar

wind, σ, which determines the fraction of the pulsar spindown losses that carried by the Poynting flux.

This parameter determines the magnetic field at the pulsar wind termination shock. The downstream

magnetic field at the termination shock is

B ≃ h(σ)

√
Lsd

cR2
TS

≃ 400h(σ)
(

RTS

0.1 pc

)−1

µG , (3.15)

where the function h accounts for the the Rankie-Hugoniot conditions at the termination shock and the

strength of the magnetic field in the unshocked pulsar wind: h ≃ 1 for 1 > σ ≥ 0.1, and h(σ) ≃ 3σ1/2

for σ < 0.1. In the case of the Crab Nebula, the radius of the termination shock is constrained robustly,

RTS ≲ 0.1 pc, with the observations in the X-ray band (Weisskopf et al., 2000), the magnetic field at

the termination shock should exceed 100µG, unless the wind magnetization is very small, σ ≤ 10−2,

or magnetic field dissipates at the termination shock (Lyubarsky, 2003; Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011).

As shown in Figure 3.3, the strength of the magnetic field in the region responsible for acceleration

of the “wind electrons” should not exceed 125µG. Eq. (3.15) shows that such a modest magnetic field

requires very weak magnetization of the pulsar wind, σ ≤ 10−2. Although 1D MHD models of the Crab

Nebula, does require such a weakly magnetized pulsar wind, currently, it is considered as an artefact of

the ideal 1D approximation. Indeed, the rigid flow structure implemented in ideal 1D models results in

a rapid increase of the magnetic field in the shocked pulsar wind. The initially weak magnetic field in

the flow approaches the equipartition strength on the scale of several termination shock distances. For

the magnetization of σ = 3 × 10−3, simple 1D models can reproduce the radiation spectrum (Kennel

and Coroniti, 1984a), expansion rate, and, to some extent, also the X-ray morphology band (Bogovalov

and Khangoulyan, 2002).

3D MHD models agree better with the features of the Crab Nebula if one adopts a higher wind

magnetization. As revealed by numerical simulations, the initially strong magnetic field can dissi-

pate significantly in the shocked pulsar wind, allowing MHD solutions with highly magnetized pulsar

winds, σ ∼ 0.5. However, such a strong magnetization implies strong magnetic field at the termination

shock, B ≃ 400µG. The estimate based on Eq. (3.15) is consistent with 3D numerical simulations

by Porth et al. (2014). If UHE electrons were accelerated in a region with such a strong magnetic

field, their synchrotron emission would violate the level of the MeV flux. In Figure 3.5 or Figure. 11
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(right panel) of Porth et al. (2014), one can see a small region close in the equator plane characterized

by a relatively weak magnetic field. Actually, the equatorial region has been suggested as the most

plausible site for the acceleration of TeV electrons in the Crab Nebula (Sironi and Spitkovsky, 2011;

Olmi et al., 2015), but a highly anisotropic pulsar wind might be required to supply enough energy to

this relatively compact region.

3.4 Summary

The energy-dependent morphology seen in the center part of the Crab Nebula suggests that the TeV

electrons originate at the pulsar wind termination shock. The IC emission of these VHE electrons

smoothly extends to the UHE regime as shown by the recent Tibet ASγ measurements. Since UHE

electrons predominately interact with CMBR photons, their spectrum and the total energetics is derived

model-independently. Because of the short cooling time, these electrons are confined in the proximity

of the accelerator. The joint analysis of the fluxes of synchrotron and IC components reveals a weak

magnetic field, 118µG, in the acceleration site responsible for acceleration of multi-hundred TeV

electrons in the Crab Nebula. On the other hand, PeV electrons which emit 100 MeV gamma rays

seem not to originate from the weak magnetic field region, because the weak magnetic field leads the

large gyro radius, 40% of the size of the termination shock. In this case, the plane shock approximation

is not held and the acceleration efficiency should be worse. In addition, the larger-gyro radius electrons

make difficult to be confined in the small sector where the weak magnetic filed is established (see

Figure 3.5).

To obtain such a weak magnetic field at the pulsar wind termination shock, one needs either to

assume a small magnetization of the pulsar wind, σ ≤ 10−2 or a highly anisotropic pulsar wind. Either

of these possibilities needs to be tested against realistic 3D MHD simulations of the Crab Nebula.

The obtained limitation on the magnetic field might be not valid in the region responsible for ac-

celeration of PeV electrons in the Crab Nebula. The future observations above 1 MeV and 300 TeV

will reveal the physical conditions in that region. In particular, these observations have a potential (1)

to verify if the broad band spectrum requires a presence of an additional electron component with a

narrow energy distribution, and (2) to constrain the magnetic field strength in the region responsible

for acceleration of the PeV electrons.

If this future study favors a strong magnetic field in the region of acceleration of PeV electrons,

which are responsible for the ∼ 100 MeV steady emission in the Crab Nebula, then the site(s) of

acceleration of this component could be responsible also for the enhanced GeV emission observed

during the Crab flares. Thus, the future observations of UHE gamma rays up to 1 PeV may shed light

on the origin of this component, and, perhaps also, its links to the Crab flares. The connection between

the ∼ 100 MeV steady emission and the Crab flares will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Gamma-ray Observations with Fermi
Large Area Telescope

4.1 Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

4.1.1 Overview

Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Fermi) was launched on a Delta II Heavy launch vehicle in

June 11th, 2008. Fermi was put into an orbit at the ∼ 565 km altitude and the 25.6 degree inclination

angle. Fermi is composed of two detectors: the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and Gamma-Ray Burst

Monitor (GBM). The LAT, which is a primary detector on board Fermi, is a pair production telescope

and covers an energy range from 20 MeV to over 300 GeV with a wide filed of view (FoV), 2.4 sr.

The GBM provides a spectral and temporal measurement in a energy range 8 keV to 40 MeV, which

is a lower range than the LAT. The combination of the LAT and GBM allows to obtain more than

seven-decade energy spectra. In following subsections, we provide the basic information of the LAT

whose data is used in this thesis. More detailed description of the LAT can be found in Atwood et al.

(2009).

4.1.2 The Large Area Telescope (LAT)

The LAT is designed to measure gamma rays in the energy range from 20 MeV to above 300 GeV.

A pair-production process is adopted to detect photons because of the dominant cross section between

a material and a photon in this energy range. The LAT is composed of 4 × 4 tower modules which

comprise a converter-tracker (TKR) and calorimeter (CAL) and segmented Anti-coincidence Detector

(ACD) encloses the towers. The schematic view of the LAT is shown in Figure 4.1.

Each TKR module is composed of the horizontally arranged 16 high-Z materials (tungsten) and 18 x-

y paired silicon strip detectors (SSDs). The last 2 layers do not have the converter because the condition

of the event trigger is two continuous hits. The incident photon interacting the converter produces the
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Figure 4.1 The schematic view of the LAT. Towers composed of the tracker and the calorimeter
are enclosed by the anticoincidence detectors. The telescope’s dimensions are 1.8 m×1.8 m×0.72
m. The figure is taken from Atwood et al. (2009).

electron and positron pairs and the SSDs measure the their track. The first 12 tungsten foils is a 3%

radiation length (referred as front section) and next 4 converters is composed of thicker foils with

18% radiation length*1 (referred as back section). The design of the front section is to minimize the

separation between the conversion point in tungsten and the SSDs and to suppress the effect of the

multi scattering which makes the angular resolution worse. The back section is designed to increase

the probability of the conversion and make the effective area large. The SSD consists of the orthogonal

two-layer structure and one extend x direction and the other y direction. This design enables the 3

dimensional reconstruction of the tracks of charged particles. The aspect ratio (length/height=0.4) of

the TKRs determines the FoV.

Each CAL module is equipped bottom of the each tower and composed of 96 CsI scintillation bars.

12 bars per a row are orthogonally arranged for 8 layers (see Figure 4.2) and total radiation length of

the CAL is 8.6 for normal incident (for a total instrument depth of 10.1 radiation lengths). The PIN

diodes are set at each end of the bar, which measures the scintillation light that is transmitted to each

end. The ratio of the scintillation light in both ends and the orthogonal alignment of the bars enable to

the 3 dimensional reconstruction of the electromagnetic shower.

The external charged particles (e.g. cosmic rays) entering the LAT also interact with the detectors

and become background. The primary purpose of the ACD is to remove such background charged

*1total 1.5 radiation length for each tower.
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Figure 4.2 A schematic view of the LAT calorimeter module. The figure is taken from Atwood et al. (2009)

particles. The required rejection efficiency was at least 0.9997 for detection of singly charged particles

entering the FoV of the LAT. The LAT is designed to detect at least 300 GeV photons and one needs to

deduce the self-veto effect. The secondary charged particles produced by the electromagnetic shower

in the CAL cross the ACD and create a signal via Compton scatter (“back splash”). These events

also produce false veto signals. The EGRET detector on board the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory

suffered from the back splash effect and the effective area became worse above ∼10 GeV. In order to

suppress the back splash effect, the LAT ACD is segmented and composed of 89 tiles and 7 ribbons

plastic scintillators. When events hit a ACD segment on the path of the incident gamma rays, the

events are vetoed.

4.1.3 Event Reconstruction

In order to perform scientific analysis, the type of events (e.g. astrophysical photon) and physical

parameters such as the energy and direction of incident photons must be identified from hit’s signals in

the detector. The framework of the event reconstruction can be improved by understanding of the LAT

itself and environment on the orbit. The LAT event-level analysis framework is called “Pass”. The

software has been updated and released since launch: Pass 6, Pass 7, Pass 7 reprocessed and the latest

version Pass 8. Before Pass 8, the main purpose of improvement is to deduce the systematic error in

the instrumental response function (IRFs). The description about the IRFs is written in Section 4.1.4.

The significant improvements in the event reconstruction and classification was performed for Pass 8.

After Fermi launched, the unexpected issue was found, which is called “ghost”-event. The “ghost”

event is a remnant of events which are triggered as well as good gamma-ray events and this signal

causes the misclassify of the true gamma-ray event and deduces the effective area (Ackermann et al.,

2012). The main purpose for Pass 8 is to minimize the “ghost” events. The new event reconstruction
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method can not only the suppress the ghost events but also improve the LAT performance. For exam-

ple, a clustering stage based on a Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm is introduces in the CAL. This

algorithm allows to remove the charged deposition due to the “ghost” events. In addition, the new

event reconstruction methods are also adopted in the TKR and ACD parts. The detailed description of

Pass 8 can be found in Atwood et al. (2013).

The LAT instrument team divides reconstructed events into different classes called event class.

The criteria of each class is based on their photon probability and the quality of their reconstruc-

tion. The event class is characterized by each IRF and the configuration of the event class is

represented by the nested hierarchy. The higher photon probability events are characterized by

smaller effective areas, narrower point spread function and lower background contamination. The

level of the background contamination is defined by the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray background

(Abdo et al., 2010b) (also see Section 4.1.6). The current standard event class is composed of

seven types: P8R2_TRANSIENT020, P8R2_TRANSIENT010, P8R2_SOURCE, P8R2_CLEAN,

P8R2_ULTRACLEAN, and P8R2_ULTRACLEANVETO. The loosest selection criteria is TRAN-

SIENT class, which is recommended to detect a transient event such as a gamma-ray burst. For

the standard source analysis, the lower background contamination event, SOURCE, CLEAN and

ULTRACLEAN class are used. The SOURCE class having the moderate performance is used for a

point source and extended sources such as while CLEAN and ULTRACLEAN event class are often

needed in order to study a weak source or diffuse source to suppress instrumental effects for the

spectral analysis. In addition, events attributed in a class subdivided into event types, which are based

on the individual event topologies. The LAT team provides the 3 types of the event class: Front/Back,

PSF and EDSIP. The PSF and EDSIP event type were newly added from the Pass 8. The Front/Back

event is divided by the conversion points in the tracker. The Front events have a better PSF than the

BACK ones because a thin converter can deduce multi scattering (also see Section 4.1.2). The PSF

and EDSIP are based on the quality of the reconstructed direction and energy, respectively. One can

choose the event class and the event type, which are suitable for scientific objects in own analysis.

4.1.4 LAT Performance

The LAT performance is mainly decided by three things, the hardware design, event reconstruction

algorithms and background and event classification. The total performance is described by the instru-

mental response function (IRFs) (Ackermann et al., 2012). The IRFs make the connection between the

actual gamma-ray photons and detected events. The IRFs can be factorized into three parts:

• Effective Area Aeff(ε, v̂, s): Represents the detection efficiency. It is defined by the product of the

geometric collection area, conversion probability, and the efficiency of a given event selection,

s, as a function of true gamma-ray energy ε and direction v̂ in the LAT frame. The effective
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area as a function of for normal incident photon is shown in Figure 4.3 upper left panel.

• Point Spread Function P(v̂′; ε, v̂, s): Represents the probability density function for the space

angle between the reconstructed directions, v̂′, for a gamma-ray energy ε and direction v̂ in the

event class s. The PSF as a function for the normal incident photon is shown in Figure 4.3 upper

right panel.

• Energy Dispersion D(ε′; ε, v̂, s): Represents the probability density function to the recon-

structed event energy, ε′, for a gamma-ray energy ε and the direction v̂ in the event class s.

The energy dispersion as a function for the normal incident photon is shown in Figure 4.3 lower

panel.

The observed gamma-ray distribution M(ε′, v̂′, s) is given by the convolution of the source model

S (ε, v̂) and the IRFs.

M(ε′, v̂′, s) =
∫

S (ε, v̂)Aeff(ε, v̂, s)P(v̂′; ε, v̂, s)D(ε′; ε, v̂, s)dtdεdΩ (4.1)

The integration is performed over the time and energy of interest for the analysis and solid angle in the

LAT reference frame.

LAT sensitivity
The primary observation mode of the Fermi adopts the “scanning mode” in order to perform the

efficient all-sky survey in a uniform exposure. In the scanning mode, the instrumental axis is rocked

50 degree toward north and then 50 degree toward south on the subsequent orbit. This strategy provides

the uniform sky exposure after two orbits, ∼ 3 hours. The Figure 4.4 represents the LAT exposure on

various time scales.

The sensitivity for a point source is defined as the minimum photon flux above 100 MeV to obtain

the 5σ detection in ten years of observation in survey mode. The Figure 4.5 shows the point source

sensitivity map in the all aky. A power-law spectrum with index 2 for the spectrum of the point

source and only galactic diffuse and isotropic diffuse are considered. The sensitivity depends on the

observation time, energy, spectrum of the source and intensity of the diffuse emissions. The higher flux

is required to detect sources located in the galactic plane where the galactic diffuse emission becomes

strong.

4.1.5 Basic Analysis Method

The imaging and spectral analysis in the mostly astrophysics is performed by the aperture photom-

etry. The aperture photometry is done by the counts of the extracted source region subtracted by the

background counts estimated by nearby source region. This simple method, however is inadequate

to apply the LAT data. The galactic diffuse emission, which is the most dominant background com-

ponent, is highly anisotropic (see section 4.1.6), while aperture photometry requires a more or less
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Figure 4.3 upper left: The effective as a function of energy for normal incidence photons. upper
right: The point spread function as a function of energy for normal incidence photons. lower: The
energy dispersion as a function of energy for normal incidence photons. The figures are taken from
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/lat_Performance.html

uniform background level. In addition, PSF of the LAT becomes broader at low energy (see Figure 4.3

upper right panel). Therefore the leakage from nearby other sources can not be ignored and it is diffi-

cult to isolate the target source from background sources. Such reasons show the aperture photometry

is not appropriate for the LAT data analysis.

The analysis of the LAT data has adopted maximum-likelihood method. Mattox et al. (1996) de-

scribed the maximum-likelihood analysis framework developed to analyze EGRET data. The like-

lihood represents the probability of the data observed given a model of gamma-ray emission. The

model parameters are determined by maximizing the likelihood. Since the LAT is a photon counting

experiment, the probability distribution is described by the Poisson distribution. Thus the likelihood is
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Figure 4.4 LAT all-sky exposure on various time scales. An Aitoff projection in galactic coordi-
nates is applied in each map. In the scanning mode, the nearly uniform exposure is achieved after
two orbits. The figure is taken from Atwood et al. (2009)

Figure 4.5 The all-sky flux sensitivty map for point sources with ten years LAT data.
The power-law spectra with photon index 2 is assumed for point sources. The fig-
ure is take from https://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/archive/
pass8v6/lat_Performance.htm
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defined as follows:

L =
∏
i, j

θi je−θi j

ni j!
, (4.2)

where ni j represents observed counts in pixel i, j and θi j shows the model-predicted number of counts

in the pixel. It is computationally efficient to get the logarithm for the Eq. (4.2):

ln L =
∑
i, j

ln (ni jθi j) −
∑
i, j

θi j −
∑
i, j

ni j! . (4.3)

The last term represents the total observed counts, and it can be removed for the parameter estimation.

The second term shows the predicted model counts, Npred =
∑

i, j θi j. Eventually we can get to optimize

function:
ln L =

∑
i, j

ln (ni jθi j) − Npred . (4.4)

gtlike implemented Science Tools enables us to analyze the LAT data by the maximum likelihood

framework. gtlike provides the two methods, unbinned analysis and binned analysis. The binned

analysis divides the data set into some energy and spatial bins which are chosen by the user. The

likelihood analysis is performed in each bin. The finer bins enable the accurate likelihood analysis

because binning means wasting photon information. The advantage of binned analysis is the faster

calculation for a large data set. On the other hand, unbinned analysis is performed for one photon, and

allows to calculate the accurate likelihood. This method is suitable for time series analysis, which the

number of photons is not large.

Fermi employs the likelihood ratio test in order to assess the source significance and the comparison

between two models. Let the model M1(αk(k=1,2,...,h)) and simpler model M1(αk′ (k′=1,2,..., m)) (h > m).

The test statistics is defined by
TS ≡ 2(ln L1 − ln L0) (4.5)

where L1 and L0 are the maximum likelihood value for the model M1 (alternative hypothesis) and M0

(null hypothesis), respectively. If these models are nested, Wilks theorem predicts the distribution of

TS should be asymptotically distributed as asymptotically χ2 with h − m degree of freedoms. The

detection significance of a point source at fixed position is given by the square root of TS.

4.1.6 Models for Diffuse Gamma-ray Emission

The Figure 4.6 represents the gamma-ray sky above 1 GeV observed by the LAT with 5 years of data.

As we can see, the gamma-ray sky is anisotropic and concentrated on the galactic plane. In addition,

there are individual sources which are blazars, pulsars and supernova remnants etc. Such emission

components are not only targets of analysis but also backgrounds. The LAT data analysis based on

the maximum likelihood is required to assume background models. Fermi collaboration distributes the

background models, the gamma-ray source catalog, the galactic interstellar emission model and the
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isotropic diffuse emission model, for the standard LAT data an analysis. In this section, we summarize

the properties of the diffuse emission models.

Galactic Diffuse Emission model*2

One of the dominant component of the GeV gamma-ray sky is the emission from the galactic plane.

This emission is called as the galactic diffuse emission. The galactic diffuse emission model (GDEM)

gives a large effect on the source analysis especially on the galactic plane, so accurate models are

required. The gamma-ray emission are produced through decay of secondary pions produced inter-

actions of CR protons with interstellar nuclei, bremsstrahlung produced interactions of CR electrons

with nucleons and inverse Compton (IC) scattering of CR electrons with low-energy photons of the

interstellar radiation field (ISRF). The current GDEM is derived from a linear combination of gas col-

umn density map of HI and CO (tracer of H2) and the infrared dust map in order to trace the interstellar

gas components (Acero et al., 2016). The HI and CO template are divided into 9 galactocentric rings

based on the galactic rotational curve (Clemens, 1985). This procedure is crucial because the method

Figure 4.6 The 60-month gamma-ray sky above 1 GeV observed by the Fermi LAT. The only front
events are used and the map is in Hammer-Aitoff projection. Image credit: NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT
Collaboration

*2We explain the galactic diffuse emission model, “gll_iem_v06.fits”. The detailed description can be found in (Acero et al.,
2016)
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Figure 4.7 The photon specific intensity in the Galactic Interstellar Emission Model at 1 GeV. An
Mollweide projection in galactic coordinate is adopted. The figure is taken from Acero et al. (2016)

of the using gas templates assumes a uniform CR density in each template. The dust map is used for

corrections of over- or under-estimated gamma ray derived by the HI and CO templates. Using these

template, the gamma-ray emission which interacts with interstellar nuclei is derived.

Another important component is the IC gamma-ray. The GDEM used the CR propagation code,

GALPROP (Strong et al., 2007) to derive the IC template, because there is no direct observational tem-

plate for the IC emission. The GALPROP code can calculate the IC gamma-ray emission based on the

propagation of electrons and the ISRF.

There are some large excesses due to the lack of suitable templates in the model while some of them

exhibit relate known objects such as the Fermi bubbles and Loop I. The GDEM includes the positive

residuals to explain such unknown extended components.

In summary, the GDEM is derived by summing the emission components originating from the gas

annuli and dust map, from the IC emission based on the calculation of GALPROP code, and from excess

components. The Figure 4.7 represents the GDEM at 1 GeV.

Isotropic Diffuse Emission model
The isotropic diffuse emission observed by the LAT is consists of the unresolved extragalactic

sources such as blazars, star-forming and radio galaxies (Ackermann et al., 2015) and residual charged

particles produced in the LAT which are misclassified as gamma rays. The spectral form of the

isotropic diffuse emission model is obtained by fitting the all-sky emission excluding the galactic

plane (|b| < 10 deg) and the Celestial poles (|Dec| > 60 deg). The misclassified probability of photons

depends on the IRFs, so the isotropic diffuse emission model is prepared for each IRFs.
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4.2 Observations and Results

Spaceborne gamma-ray telescopes (Fermi and AGILE) revealed that ∼ 100 MeV emission from the

Crab Nebula is not steady source but highly active source. Most remarkable phenomena is a day-scale

flux enhancement, known as flares (see, e.g., Bühler and Blandford, 2014, and references therein).

Many theoretical ideas has been proposed, however we have not fully understood flares seen in the

Crab Nebula. The current detection of flares is based on automated processing of the LAT data (At-

wood et al., 2009). Such analysis includes both the radiation from the Crab pulsar and nebula. The

phase-averaged photon flux above 100 MeV from the Crab pulsar is ∼ 2 × 10−6 photon cm−2 s−1 (e.g.,

Abdo et al., 2010a; Buehler et al., 2012). So this fairly bright source may hinder detection of flares with

relatively small photon flux. Detection of such hidden flares might give a clue to deeper our under-

standing of the physical phenomena responsible for the flaring emission. In addition, the synchrotron

gamma rays show variability on all resolvable time scales (Buehler et al., 2012) and monthly variability

were reported even except flares (Abdo et al., 2011). The MHD-flow models assume the synchrotron

spectrum between optical to ∼ 1 GeV gamma ray originates the freshly accelerated electrons in the

termination shock. Therefore monthly variabilities are expected to be related with the acceleration

process and the magnetic field nearby the termination shock. In this section, we provided the results of

the gamma-ray analysis of the Crab Nebula based on 7.4-year data obtained by the Fermi-LAT, which

focuses on the day-scale variability and the month-scale variability.

4.2.1 Observation and Data Reduction

We analyzed the data during MJD 54686 (2008 August 8) and 57349 (2015 November 11) in the

energy range between 100 MeV and 500 GeV. The data analysis was performed using the Science Tools

package (v11r05p3) distributed by the Fermi Science Support Center (FSSC) following the standard

procedure*3 with the P8R2_SOURCE_V6 instrument response functions. Spectral parameters were

estimated by the maximum likelihood using gtlike implemented in the Science Tools. We examined

the detection significance of gamma-ray signals from sources by means of the test statistic (TS) based

on the likelihood ratio test (Mattox et al., 1996).

Our analyses are composed of two parts: the longer-term (7.4 year) scale for the baseline

state, and the shorter-term (30 day, 5 day and 1.5 day) scale for flare states. For the longer-term

analysis, the events were extracted within a 21.2 × 21.2 degree region of interest (RoI) cen-

tered on the Crab Nebula position (RA: 83.6331, Dec: 22.0199). After the standard quality cut

(DATA_QUAL>0&&(LAT_CONFIG==1), the events with zenith angles above 90 deg were excluded

to reduce albedo gamma-ray events from the Earth limbs. The data when the Crab Nebula was within

*3http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
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5 deg of the Sun were also excluded. The data were analyzed by the binned maximum likelihood

method with gtlike. The background model includes sources within 18 degrees from the Crab

Nebula as listed in the Preliminary LAT 8-year Point Source List (FL8Y)*4. The diameter of 18

degrees completely enclosed the RoI. Suspicious point sources, FL8Y J0535.9+2205 and FL8Y

J0531.1+2200 which are located nearby the Crab Nebula (< 0.8 deg), are excluded*5. The supernova

remnants IC 443 and S 147 are included as spatial extended templates. Both normalizations and spec-

tral parameters of the sources which are located within 5 degrees from the Crab Nebula set free while

the parameters of all other sources are fixed at the FL8Y values. The galactic diffuse emission model

“gll_iem_v06.fits” and the isotropic diffuse emission model “iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06.txt” are

included in the background model. A normalization factor and photon index for the galactic diffuse

emission model and a normalization factor for the isotropic diffuse emission model set free. Sources

with TS of less than 1 were removed after the first iteration of the maximum likelihood fit and then we

fitted data again. We excluded the known flare periods as reported in Mayer (2015) and Rudy et al.

(2015) to determine the base-line state in our long-term analysis. We defined the flare periods as two

weeks before or after the peak flare times. The flare periods which were excluded in our long-term

analysis are summarized in Table 4.1. In this paper, we refer those flares as “reported flares”.

Table 4.1 List of the periods of“reported flares”. Those periods were excluded in our long-term
analysis to determine the base-line state of the source.

Flare name MJD reference

February 2009 54855 - 54883 Mayer (2015)
September 2010 55446 - 55474 Mayer (2015)
April 2011 55653 - 55681 Mayer (2015)
July 2012 56098 - 56126 Mayer (2015)
March 2013 56343 - 56371 Mayer (2015)
October 2013(1), (2)a 56568 - 56608 Rudy et al. (2015)
August 2014(1), (2)a 56869 - 56902 Rudy et al. (2015)

a The light curve shows a two-peak structure (Rudy et al., 2015).

For the shorter-term analysis, the events were extracted within a 15-degree acceptance cone centered

on the location of the Crab Nebula, and the gamma-ray fluxes and spectra were determined by un-

binned maximum likelihood method. The background model is the same one as used in the long-term

analysis, but parameters are fixed by the results from our long-term analysis, except for the isotropic

diffuse emission, whose normalization sets free. Fermi-LAT cannot positionally distinguish gamma-

ray emission originated from between the Crab pulsar and nebula due to its large PSF. Thus, off-pulse

*4https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fl8y/
*5The fourth Fermi Large Area Telescope source catalog (The Fermi-LAT collaboration, 2019) has just recently published

and does not include those two sources.
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Figure 4.8 Phase profile of gamma rays above 100 MeV within 3 deg of the Crab pulsar for the
7.4-year data of Fermi observations. The green shadow region represents the adopted off-pulse
interval [0.56-0.88] where the emission is dominated by the nebula.

window of the Crab pulsar are needed to get an accurate spectrum of the Crab Nebula. For this pur-

pose, we used TEMPO2 package*6 (Hobbs et al., 2006) for phase gating analysis. The ephemeris data

was prepared following the methods outlined in Kerr et al. (2015). The result of the phase calculation

is shown in Figure 4.8. The 3 degree of radius is chosen for the extract region. The duration of the

ephemeris data of the Crab pulsar is between MJD 54686 and 57349 and the phase interval was chosen

during 0.56-0.88 to sufficiently suppress effects from the pulsar (green shadow region in Figure 4.8)

(e.g. Abdo et al., 2010a). In summary, we performed the long term analysis to determine the base-line

spectral parameters and the short-time analysis to detect and characterize “small flares”. All analysis

procedures were performed using the off-pulse data of the Crab pulsar as the similar way in Abdo et al.

(2011).

4.2.2 Spectral Model

A gamma-ray spectrum of the Crab Nebula has two components in the LAT energy band. One is a

synchrotron component which has a soft spectrum and the other is an IC component which dominates

above 1 GeV. We assume a power law spectrum (PL) for the synchrotron component and logparabola

*6http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/tempo2/index.php?n=Main.HomePage
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Figure 4.9 left: Count map in region of interest (21.2 × 21.2 degree) for the base-line analysis.
right: Residual map in region of interest. The σ =0.2 degree gaussian smoothing was applied for
both image.

(LP) spectrum for the IC component for the Crab Nebula spectrum:

dN
dε
= N0,SYN

(
ε

100 MeV

)−Γ0,SYN

+ N0,IC

(
ε

1 GeV

)−(α0+β0 ln (ε/1 GeV))
, (4.6)

where ε represents the photon energy. We performed the maximum likelihood analysis of data be-

tween MJD 54686 and 57349 excluding the “reported flares” as defined in Sec 4.2.1, and obtained

the spectrum values, Γ0,SYN = 4.27 ± 0.08, α0 = 1.50 ± 0.04, β0 = 0.05 ± 0.01. The photon flux

above 100 MeV is Fph,SYN = (6.31 ± 0.23) × 10−7 photon cm−2 s−1 for the synchrotron component

and Fph,IC = (1.09 ± 0.08) × 10−7 photon cm−2 s−1 for the IC component whereas the energy flux is

Fe,SYN = (1.45 ± 0.06) × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 and Fe,IC = (5.46 ± 0.28) × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1. In the

following sections, we refer these values as the base-line values. The Figure 4.9 left shows the total

count map of the RoI and the Crab Nebula is located in the center of the image. The bright source

which located the nearby the east end is the supernova remnant IC 443. The IC 443 is known to be a

extended source and a “middle-age” supernova remnant (∼ 10000 years) (e.g. Abdo et al., 2010c) .

One does not expect any time variability from a such source and the variability has not been seen in

the IC 443 at the present. In order to the validity of the gtlike results, we made a residual map. A

residual map is the differential map between the observed count map and modeled count map. We also

divided the residual map by the square-root scaled model map to compare with the statistical error.

The resulting map is shown in Figure 4.9 right.

Figure 4.10 represents the base-line spectral energy distribution of the Crab Nebula. The spectral

points were obtained by dividing the 100 MeV and 500 GeV range into 15 logarithmically spaced

energy bins.
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Figure 4.10 Spectral energy distribution for the Crab Nebula averaged over the 7.4 years of Fermi
observations excluding the “reported flare” durations listed in Table 4.1. Only the data of the off-
pulse phase (phase interval: [0.56-0.88]) were used. The dashed black line represents the best-fitted
model of the Crab Nebula (synchrotron component + inverse Compton component) described by
Eq. (4.6)

4.2.3 Search for Small Flares

Detection of “Small Flares”
We derived a 5-day binned light curve (LC) of the synchrotron and the IC component based on the

Eq. (4.6) and tried the χ2 test to examine a variability. The χ2 test of the synchrotron component was

performed using the integral flux between 100 MeV - 500 GeV and we treated the normalization and

photon index of the synchrotron component, the IC component and the isotropic diffuse emission as

free parameters while the others were fixed by the base-line values. On the other hand, we chose 5-500

GeV to perform the χ2 test of the IC component to suppress the effect of the synchrotron component

and the normalizations of the IC component and isotropic diffuse emission set free. The resulting LC

is shown in Figure 4.11. The data points of TS < 0 were excluded for the χ2 test because the statistical

error of such low significant data points is not calculated correctly. Note that such low significant data

points must have a large statistical error and the effect of the χ2 value is small. The χ2 is defined as

follow:

χ2
SYN/IC =

∑
i

(Fi, SYN/IC − Fbase, SYN/IC)2

F2
i, err,SYN/IC

(4.7)
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Figure 4.11 top: 5-day gamma-ray light curve (integral photon flux) of the Crab synchrotron
component between 100 MeV and 500 GeV. bottom: 5-day gamma-ray light curve (integral photon
flux) of the Crab inverse Compton component between 5 GeV and 500 GeV. The data duration is
from August 2008 to November 2015. The green lines show the times of the reported flares listed
in Table 4.1. The data points which overlapped with the reported flare duration are excluded.

where Fi, SYN/IC and Fi,err, SYN/IC is a value of the flux and error of the synchrotron and IC component in

each LC-bin, respectively. The obtained χ2
SYN/IC/ (d.o.f) are χ2

SYN = 2405.78/957 and χ2
IC = 214.88/388.

The constant model is disfavored in the synchrotron component, while the IC component is consistent

with the constant model. It has been reported that the IC component does not show any variability by

previous LAT analysis (Abdo et al., 2011; Buehler et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2013; Yeung and Horns,

2019) and by ground-based imaging air Cherenkov telescopes observation (H. E. S. S. Collaboration

et al., 2014; Aliu et al., 2014; Aleksić et al., 2015). Thus in the following analysis, we assume the

spectral parameters of the IC component (N0,IC, α0 and β0) are fixed at the base-line values. The 5-day

LC of the synchrotron component is represented in the Figure 4.12. The upper panels showed the LC of
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Figure 4.12 top: 5-day gamma-ray light curve (integral photon flux) of the Crab synchrotron
component. bottom: 5-day gamma-ray light curve (integral energy flux) of the Crab synchrotron
component. The time range is from August 2008 to November 2015 and the energy range is between
100 MeV and 500 GeV. The green lines show the times of the reported flares listed in Table 4.1.
The center times of the small flares from this work are indicated in blue lines as listed in Table 4.2

the photon flux and the lower one is energy flux. There is some bins which shows the flux enhancement

except for the reported flares. To identify flare activity of the synchrotron component of the Crab

Nebula emission, we modeled the emission as a superposition of three components; synchrotron, IC

and additional flare components, in a similar way as Abdo et al. (2011). The flare component is

modeled by the PL with free normalization and photon index parameters while the synchrotron and

IC component are fixed by the base-line values. We define “small flares” as TS value of the flare

component is larger than 29. This corresponds to the significance of ∼ 5σ with 2 degrees of freedom

(pre-trial) or ∼ 3.7σ considering trials for the 525 LC bins. The center time (MJD) of the LC bin and

the TS of detected “small flares” are summarized in Table 4.2. The center times of small flares are
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also shown in Figure 4.12 as blue lines. All “reported flares” listed in Table 4.1 satisfy the criteria of

TS>29.

Table 4.2 List of detected “small flares”

name Bin midpoint (MJD) TS (significancea)

small flare 1 54778.65 32.6 (4.1σ)
small flare 2b 54983.65 32.4 (4.1σ)
small flare 3 55298.65 34.4 (4.3σ)
small flare 4c 55993.65 37.3 (4.6σ)
small flare 5 56173.65 78.2 (7.8σ)
small flare 6 56408.65 59.4 (6.5σ)
small flare 7 56418.65 30.2 (3.8σ)
small flare 8 56428.65 30.9 (3.9σ)
small flare 9d 56723.65, 56728.65, 56733.65 93.4, 31.7, 66.0 (8.7σ, 4.0σ, 7.1σ)

a corresponding significance with 2 degrees of freedom with 525 trials
b This was indicated as the minor flare in Striani et al. (2013).

c This was indicated as the “wave” in Striani et al. (2013).
d ATel #5971 (Gasparrini and Buehler, 2014).

Effect on the Detection Significance from the Crab pulsar
So far, our analysis was performed based on the off-pulse analysis. The off-pulse analysis can deduce

the systematic error from the Crab pulsar while the exposure time also becomes small because of the

pulsar gating. Here, we performed the all-phase analysis and examined how the Crab pulsar affects the

detection of the flare component.

We analyzed the data during MJD 54683 and MJD 58270 in the energy range between 100 MeV

and 500 GeV in order to determine the base-line result of the all-phase analysis. The difference of

time range between all phase analysis and off-pulse analysis is the limitation of the time range of the

ephemeris data. The reported flare durations shown in Table 4.1 are excluded to suppress the bright

flare effects from the Crab Nebula. The event reprocess is the same as the description in the Section

4.2.1 while the Crab pulsar was added in the source models. The Crab pulsar is modeled as a power

law with a exponential cutoff:

dN
dε
= N0

(
ε

100 MeV

)−Γ
exp

(− ε
εcut

)β , (4.8)

where N0, Γ and β represent the normalization, the photon index and the cut-off index. We assumed β =

2/3, which means sub-exponential cutoff shape. The likelihood analysis via provided the spectral val-

ues of the Crab pulsar, Fpulsar = (2.03±0.01)×10−6 cm−2 s−1, Fe,pulsar = (8.27±0.03)×10−4 erg cm−2 s−1,

Γ = 1.85 ± 0.01 and εcut = 3.3 ± 0.1 GeV. The residual map in units of the square root of the model
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Figure 4.13 left: Residual map in region of interest (21.2 × 21.2 degree).The σ =0.2 degree
gaussian smoothing was applied for both image. right: Spectral energy distribution of the Crab
pulsar. The dashed blue lines and the dashed black line represent the best fitted spectrum of the
Crab pulsar and the Crab Nebula spectrum, respectively. The spectrum of the Crab Nebula was
obtained via the off-pulse analysis and the spectral parameters are fixed by the base-line results.

counts is shown in Figure 4.13 left. We called these best fit models as the base-line (all phase) in this

thesis.

The SED of the Crab pulsar is also shown in Figure 4.13 right with the best fitted line (dashed

blue line). The spectral points were obtained by dividing the 100 MeV and 500 GeV range into 15

logarithmically spaced energy bins. The SED shows a discrepancy between the best fitted line obtained

by the likelihood analysis and the data points which do not have a model dependence. This suggests

the β in Eq. 4.8 should be smaller value, which was also indicated by the TeV gamma-ray telescopes

(Aleksić et al., 2011; VERITAS Collaboration et al., 2011). Here, we attempt to examine effects on

the detection significance of the Crab flare component by the systematic error from the Crab pulsar.

The lower energy part ≲ 10 GeV is important because of the large photon fluxes, so we ignore the

discrepancy which appears at high energy range.

We derived the 5-days binned LC of the Crab Nebula synchrotron component to identify the Crab

flare component. The flare component was added by the power-law model with the normalization and

the photon index set free and the normalization of the isotropic diffuse emission set free. The all other

spectral parameters including the Crab Nebula and the Crab pulsar are fixed by the base-line values (all

phase). The threshold of the detection of the flare component is adopted as the same as the off-pulse

analysis, i.e. TS>29. The list of the detected “small flare” is shown in the Figure 4.14.

In order to compare the flux level between the flare component and the Crab pulsar, the flux of the

flare component with TS>29 were also shown in the Table 4.3*7. We additionally detected seven “small

flares (here we describe new ones as flare candidates)” using all phase data. All “small flare” except

*7flux value was derived by the off-pulse analysis.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison with the fluxes of the flare component between the off-pulse analysis (red
points) and all-phase analysis (black points). The green dashed line and blue dashed line represent
the flux of the Crab Nebula synchrotron component and the flux of the Crab pulsar, respectively.

for “small flare 3” were detected in both off-pulse analysis and all-phase analysis. On one hand, the

fluxes of the small flares are typically 50 % of the flux of the Crab pulsar (also see following figure) and

the systematic errors of the Crab pulsar might affect the detection significance of the flare component.

In order to examine the effects from the Crab pulsar, we artificially changed the normalization of the

Crab pulsar by 2% and 5%. The systematic error 2% is based on the systematic error based on the

stability of the LAT pulsars (Nolan et al., 2012) and 5% is based on the uncertainties on the effective

area without accounting for energy dispersion*8. The list of TS values and the photon fluxes of the

flare components are following. (The red points and the black points represent the fluxes of the all-

phase analysis and the off-pulse analysis, respectively. The blue line and the green line represent the

averaged flux of the Crab pulsar and the Crab synchrotron, respectively.)

Generally, the results from the all-phase analysis show higher TS values, however Table 4.3 indicates

the TS values are significantly affected by the systematic uncertainty of the Crab pulsar emission. It

is naturally expected because the typical flux of the small flares is smaller than the flux of Crab pulsar

(also see Figure 4.14).

Our primary purpose is not to maximize the number of the flare detections, but to establish the

*8https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/Aeff_Systematics.html
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Table 4.3 List of the flare component between all-phase analysis and off-pulse analysis.

flare id MJD off pulse TS all phase TS all phase all phase
pulsar flux 2% up pulsar flux 5% up

small flare 1 54778.65 32.6 31.7 28.9 23.9
small flare 2 54983.65 32.4 61.0 57.0 49.7
small flare 3 55298.65 34.4 25.2 22.3 17.2
small flare 4 55993.65 37.3 31.3 27.2 20.0
small flare 5 56173.65 78.2 103.7 97.8 86.8
small flare 6 56408.65 59.4 97.6 93.2 85.2
small flare 7 56418.65 30.2 35.6 34.3 30.7
small flare 8 56428.65 30.9 60.2 36.3 49.3
small flare 9 56723.65 93.4 117.3 110.0 96.4

small flare 10 56728.65 31.7 44.9 39.3 29.6
small flare 11 56733.65 66.0 58.3 53.0 43.3

flare candidate 1 54748.65 19.7 32.5 29.3 23.6
flare candidate 2 54988.65 11.2 31.1 28.7 24.4
flare candidate 3 55343.65 13.0 39.5 36.5 30.6
flare candidate 4 56373.65 11.9 58.1 53.5 45.0
flare candidate 5 56278.65 10.5 31.0 28.5 24.2
flare candidate 6 56403.65 21.7 36.4 34.1 29.8
flare candidate 7 56423.65 19.7 33.2 30.9 26.8

presence of small-flux flares more reliably. Therefore, we conservatively adopted the results of off-

pulse analysis to avoid the possible systematic uncertainties caused by the component of the Crab

pulsar emission in the following analysis.
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Time Profile of Each Flare
In order to analyze detailed structures of “small flares” and “reported flares” we made 1.5-day binned

LCs for one month centered at the small-flare times listed in Table 4.2 and the durations of “reported

flares” listed in Table 4.1. In the same manner as the 5-day binned LC in Figure 4.12, the Crab Nebula

is modeled by Eq. (4.6) and N0,SYN, Γ0,SYN and the normalization of isotropic diffuse emission set free.

Figure 4.15 represents the 1.5-day binned LCs in the energy range of 100 MeV to 500 GeV during

“small-flare” and “reported-flare” periods. The LCs are fitted by the following function to characterize

the time profiles of both “small flares” and “reported flares”:

F(t) = Fb +
F0

e−(t−t0)/τrise + e(t−t0)/τdecay
(4.9)

where Fb is an assumed constant level underlying a flare, F0 is an amplitude of a flare, t0 describes

approximately a peak time (it corresponds to the actual maximum only for symmetric flares), τrise and

τdecay describe the characteristic rise and decay times. The time of the maximum of a flare (τpeak) can be

described using parameters in Eq. (4.9) as:

tpeak = t0 +
τriseτdecay

τrise + τdecay

ln
(
τdecay

τrise

)
(4.10)

This formula is often used to characterize flare activities of blazars (e.g., Hayashida et al., 2015). We

note that the small flare 7 and 2014 August flare are not fitted well by Eq. (4.9). These flares may be of

combined effects of the statistical fluctuation or superpositions of short and weak flares which can not

be resolved by the Fermi-LAT. So, we do not estimate the characteristic time scale of the small flare 7

and 2014 August flare in this paper. We divide the small flare 9 and the 2013 October flare into two

flares (a) and (b) for each because each shows a two-peak structure. The fitting results are summarized

in Table 4.4, and the best fitted profiles are overlaid in Figure 4.15 as a dashed line. We compare energy

fluxes and photon indices at the flare peaks in Figure 4.16-(a), and fluences and photon indices in Figure

4.16-(b) for individual flares. The flare peak is defined as the highest flux bin in each panel of Figure

4.15 and the energy fluxes and photon indices were taken from the results of corresponding bins. The

flare fluences were defined with integrations over periods between between tpeak − τrise ≤ t ≤ tpeak + τdecay,

based on the best fitted time profile model as listed in Table 4.4. The fluence and photon index were

calculated with gtlike from data resampled by those integration periods. Figure 4.16-(a) indicates

“harder when brighter” trend, which could imply electron spectra with higher cut-off energies or

stronger magnetic fields for the bright flaring states. Although the current data set alone does not allow

one to constrain the nature of the base-line and flaring components, the “harder when brighter”feature

implies some statistical effects, such as the Doppler boosting which depends on the motion direction

of relativistic fluid elements and the fluctuation of the magnetic field, play an important role.

In the fluence vs. photon index plot shown in Figure 4.16-(b), two flares clearly shows high fluences.

One corresponds to the 2011 April flare with the largest energy flux ∼ 85 × 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1,
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Table 4.4 Fitting results of the 1.5-days light curve

flare id Fb F0 τrise τdecay t0

[×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1] [×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1] [day] [day] [MJD]
small flare 1 1.4 ±0.2 5.6 ±2.0 0.3 ±0.4 3.3 ±1.7 54777.4 ±1.0
small flare 2 1.5 ±0.4 9.0 ±2.6 0.7 ±0.5 3.2 ±1.3 54980.2 ±0.7
small flare 3 1.1 ±0.4 10.6 ±2.8 1.1 ±1.0 1.3 ±0.9 55299.1 ±1.6
small flare 4 1.3 ±0.4 10.6 ±3.1 0.6 ±0.4 2.7 ±1.1 55991.4 ±0.6
small flare 5 2.0 ±0.3 12.5 ±4.2 0.4 ±0.2 1.8 ±0.8 56172.7 ±0.5
small flare 6 1.9 ±0.6 4.3 ±1.7 7.0 ±3.7 0.2 ±2.3 56409.5 ±1.2
small flare 8 2.4 ±0.3 6.0 ±2.5 0.9 ±0.9 2.1 ±1.7 56425.2 ±1.5

small flare 9 (a) 0.6 ±1.0 23.5 ±4.8 2.1 ±0.9 0.5 ±0.2 56726.6 ±0.5
small flare 9 (b) 1.9 ±0.5 20.6 ±9.3 1.3 ±0.7 0.4 ±0.3 56735.2 ±0.5

2009 Feb 2.5 ±0.3 16.3 ±3.8 2.3 ±0.9 0.7 ±0.3 54869.5 ±0.6
2010 Sep 1.6 ±0.3 30.0 ±6.6 1.7 ±0.6 1.0 ±0.3 55460.0 ±0.6
2011 Apr 1.8 ±0.3 142.7 ±10.8 1.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 55668.0 ±0.1
2012 July 1.8 ±0.6 11.2 ±3.5 3.3 ±1.4 0.3 ±1.2 56113.6 ±0.8
2013 Mar 2.3 ±0.5 34.2 ±2.0 2.4 ±0.4 3.6 ±0.6 56356.8 ±0.6

2013 Oct (a) 1.8 ±0.4 23.6 ±3.4 2.2 ±0.6 0.8 ±0.2 56583.4 ±0.3
2013 Oct (b) 3.3 ±0.4 30.0 ±55.5 0.5 ±7.7 1.1 ±1.1 56594.6 ±4.9

and the other is the 2013 March flare with the second largest flux and long flare duration (see Table

4.4)*9. Apart from those two flares, the “reported flares” and the “small flares” show similar results:

the same range of photon index, “harder when brighter” trend. Thanks to the detection of “small

flares”, the number of flares becomes large and we can obtain a fluence distribution of flares. The

fluecne distribution indicates that the extremely large intensity flares (2011 April and 2013 March),

which were studied in detailed (Buehler et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2013), are rather exception and the

other flares provides the main contribution among flares. In addition, the current detection of flares is

limited by the sensitivity of the gamma-ray detectors. This implies that weaker-intensity flares must

exist. Detection of “small flares” suggests flares are not so rare events and may provide a not small

contribution to the persistent emission observed in the Crab Nebula.

*9in the 2013 March flare, rapid variability of ∼5-hour scale has been reported using orbit-binned (∼ 90 minutes) LC (Mayer
et al., 2013). Our analysis is based on 1.5-day binned LC and focuses on more global feature of the flare.
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Figure 4.15 1.5-day binned gamma-ray light curve between 100 MeV and 500 GeV of the Crab
synchrotron component during each “small flare” and “reported flare”. The vertical error bars in
data points represent 1σ statistical errors and the down arrows indicate 95% confidence level upper
limits. The blue and red lines represent the best fitted time profiles defined as Eq. (4.9).
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Figure 4.16 (a): Scatter plot of the photon index and the peak energy flux (100 MeV - 500 GeV).
Black data points indicate “small flares” and red points show “reported flare”. The green data point
represents the base-line value. (b): scatter plot of the photon index and fluence. The fluence is
defined by integrated emission over a period between tpeak − τrise to tpeak + τdecay Black data points
indicate “small flares” and red points show “reported flare”. The small flare 7 and 2014 August flare
are not shown in this plot because they have a complex time profile.
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To examine a possible spectral curvature, we applied not only a power-law model, but also a power

law with an exponential cut-off model for the Crab synchrotron component. The power law with an

exponential cut-off model is defined as

dN
dε
= N

(
ε

100 MeV

)−Γ
exp

(
− ε
εcut

)
(4.11)

where N, Γ, and εcut represent the normalization, the photon index and the cut-off energy, respectively.

Five flares (small flare 9(b), 2011 April flare, 2013 March flare, 2013 October flare (a) and October

flare (b) ) show significant curvature (−2∆L > 9)*10 and those results are listed in Table 4.5. Fig-

ures 4.17 and 4.18 represent the SED of the synchrotron component during the “small flares” state and

Table 4.5 Spectral fitting results of each flare

flare id flare duration averaged energy flux photon index cut-off energy −2∆L
[day] [×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1] [MeV]

small flare 1 3.5 ± 1.7 4.3 ± 0.6 4.0 ± 0.3 – –
small flare 2 3.9 ± 1.4 5.6 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.3 – –
small flare 3 2.4 ± 1.3 5.0 ± 1.0 3.4 ± 0.4 – –
small flare 4 3.3 ± 1.1 7.1 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 0.2 – –
small flare 5 2.2 ± 0.8 8.3 ± 1.2 3.3 ± 0.2 – –
small flare 6 7.3 ± 4.4 4.3 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 0.4 – –
small flare 8 2.9 ± 1.9 4.4 ± 0.8 4.1 ± 0.5 – –

small flare 9 (a) 2.7 ± 0.9 10.9 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 0.2 – –
small flare 9 (b) 1.7 ± 0.8 15.9 ± 4.1 2.3 ± 0.2 – –

2009 Feb 3.0 ± 0.9 9.4 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 0.3 – –
2010 Sep 2.6 ± 0.6 17.4 ± 3.0 2.4 ± 0.1 – –
2011 Apr 2.2 ± 0.2 60.4 ± 3.8 2.37 ± 0.04 – –
2012 July 3.6 ± 1.8 7.3 ± 1.1 2.9 ± 0.2 – –
2013 Mar 6.0 ± 0.7 17.9 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 0.1 – –

2013 Oct (a) 3.0 ± 0.6 12.0 ± 1.2 3.2 ± 0.2 – –
2013 Oct (b) 1.6 ± 7.8 17.8 ± 2.3 3.0 ± 0.2 – –

small flare 9 (b) – 11.3 ± 1.8 0.3 ± 0.7 237 ± 94 14.9
2011 Apr – 45.5 ± 1.8 1.6 ± 0.1 688 ± 115 71.2
2013 Mar – 17.0 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.2 257 ± 67 20.5

2013 Oct (a) – 11.4 ± 1.1 1.5 ± 0.7 160 ± 76 9.5
2013 Oct (b) – 16.2 ± 1.9 0.6 ± 1.0 119 ± 57 10.1

The upper section represents the fitting results using a power-law model. The lower section shows the results
using a power law with an exponential cut-off model for the flares in which significant cut-off (−2∆L > 9) was

observed. ∆L represents the difference of the logarithm of the likelihood of the fit with respect to a single
power-law fit.

*10−2∆L = － 2 log(L0/L1), where L0 and L1 are the maximum likelihood estimated for the null (a simple power-law model)
and alternative (a power law with an exponential cut-off model) hypothesis, respectively.
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Figure 4.17 Spectral energy distribution for the Crab Nebula during each “small flare” state. The
dashed black line represents the base-line result of the Crab Nebula described by Eq. (4.6) The
dashed blue line shows the best-fitted model of the Crab synchrotron component during the “small
flare” duration. The upper limits are set at a 95% confidence level.

“reported flares” state (see Table 4.4). The spectral points were obtained by dividing the 100 MeV and

1 GeV range into 4 logarithmically spaced energy bins. The blue dashed lines and black dashed line

show the best fitted results and the base-line component of the Crab Nebula (the same as the black

dashed line in Figure 4.10), respectively.
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Figure 4.18 Spectral energy distribution for the Crab Nebula during each “reported flare” state.
The dashed black line represents the base-line result of the Crab Nebula described by Eq. (4.6)
The dashed blue line shows the best-fitted model of the Crab synchrotron component during the
“reported flare” duration. The upper limits are set at a 95% confidence level.
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4.2.4 Month Scale Variability

The Crab synchrotron emission in the gamma-ray band shows variability not only in a day scale

but also in a month scale (Abdo et al., 2011). Off-pulse analysis of the Crab pulsar is necessary

to investigate the month-scale variability because the variability amplitude is rather small and the

variation can be hidden by the Crab pulsar emission. For studies of the month-scale variation of the

Crab synchrotron emission, we made a 30-day binned gamma-ray flux LC of the Crab synchrotron

component thorough off-pulse analysis. The 30-day binned LC between 54686 and 57349 represents

in Figure 4.19. The upper panel is LC in unit of energy flux and the lower one represents photon

indices. The analysis procedure is the same manner as the 5-day binned LC shown in Figure 4.12; the

Crab Nebula is modeled by the Eq. (4.6) and the normalization, photon index (N0,SYN and Γ0,SYN) of the

Crab synchrotron component and the normalization of the isotropic diffuse emission set free and the

other sources are fixed by the base-line values. In order to examine the variability of the synchrotron

component, we performed the χ2 test based on the Eq. (4.7). Data points of the gamma-ray fluxes and

the photon indices which overlapped with any peaks of both the reported flares and “small flares” were

excluded, because the fluxes of those points could be dominated by emission related to the day-scale

flaring activities (red points in Figure 4.19). The obtained χ2
SYN/ (d.o.f) are χ2

SYN, flux = 723.73/142 for

the fluxes and χ2
SYN, index = 137.22/142 for the photon indices. This suggests the synchrotron flux except

for the flare states is never stationary while the photon index is constant.

We divide the data set into five states base on the value of the fluxes: state 1 (the lowest flux group) to

state 5 (the largest flux group) to investigate a possible relation between the gamma-ray fluxes and the

photon indices in a more statistically stable state. The flux range is shown in Table 4.6 in each states.

The scatter plot of the photon indices and the fluxes of the averaged values in each state is shown in

Figure 4.21. We also added the fluxes and the photon indices from the 30-day binned light curve as the

black points. There are hard Γ = 4.03 ± 0.07 and bright flux state and soft Γ = 4.95 ± 0.26 and weak

flux state while there is no clear relation between the flux and the photon index in the intermediate

state (state 2, 3, 4).

Table 4.6 List of flux range in each state

name flux range
[×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1]

state 1 0.36 – 0.86
state 2 0.90 –1.2
state 3 1.2 – 1.5
state 4 1.6 – 1.9
state 5 2.0 – 3.4
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Figure 4.19 top: 30-day binned gamma-ray flux light curve (100 MeV - 500 GeV) of the Crab
synchrotron component. bottom: The history of the photon index of the Crab synchrotron compo-
nent between 100 MeV - 500 GeV. The “small flares" are presented in the blue lines, and the green
lines show the “reported flares".

Month-Scale Variability vs. Hard X-ray
We found the Crab Nebula is not a “stationary” source in the month scale. There are no correlate

activities with flares in other wave length observations at the present (see e.g. Bühler and Blandford,

2014). However, it is unclear whether there is a any correlation between the monthly gamma-ray

variability and other wavelength phenomena. The recent X-ray observations revealed the Crab Nebula

is not steady in X-ray and soft gamma-ray band (Wilson-Hodge et al., 2011; Kouzu et al., 2013). Here

we attempt to compare the gamma-ray flux and other wave length observation.

At first, we compared the gamma-ray LC with the hard X-ray LC with measured by Swift/BAT. The

LC is shown in Figure 4.21. The energy range of Swift/BAT data is 15–50 keV. In order to examine the

correlation, we calculated the discrete correlation function (DCF) (Edelson and Krolik, 1988)*13. The

DCF is defined for two individual data sets, {ai, b j} and allows to quantify the correlation of the flux

between the gamma-ray and other bands without any interpolation of the data sets. At first, unbinned

*12https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/results/transients
*13The pyDCF was used for the calculation https://github.com/astronomerdamo/pydcf (see also Robertson et al.,

2015).
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Figure 4.20 Scatter plot of the fluxes (100 MeV – 500GeV) and the photon indices of the Crab
Nebula. The red points shows the data points sorted in flux resulting from 30-day binned analysis.
The black points represents the results from 30-day binned analysis. Both “reported flares” and
“small flares” are excluded.

discrete correlation coefficients (UDCFi j) is defined by:

UDCFi j =
(ai − ā)(b j − b̄)√

(σ2
a − e2

a)2(σ2
b − e2

b)2
(4.12)

for all data sets. Here, {ā, b̄}, ea/b and σa/b represent the average value of the data sets, measurement

errors with the data sets and the standard deviation with the data sets, respectively. Each of these

correlation is related with the pairwise time lag, ti j = t j − ti. The UDCFi j is summed inside the time

lag bin, τ− ∆τ2 ≤ ti j ≤ τ+ ∆τ2 where τ is the transform in time and ∆τ is the bin width. The DCF(τ) can

be obtained by the averaging the summed UDCFi j with M data sets for τ − ∆τ2 ≤ ti j ≤ τ + ∆τ2 :

DCF(τ) =
1
M

∑
UDCFi j . (4.13)

The error is calculated by

σDCF(τ) =
1

M − 1

√∑
(UDCFi j − DCF(τ))2 . (4.14)
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Figure 4.21 30-day binned light curve of the gamma-ray and X-ray. top: Gamma-ray energy flux
in energy range 100 MeV – 500 GeV from Fermi-LAT. Both reported flares and “small flares” are
excluded. bottom: X-ray count rate in energy range 15 – 50 keV from Swift/BAT. The dashed blue
lines and the dashed green lines represent the time of “small flare” and reported flare, respectively.
The Swift data is taken its archival data *12.

The choice of the ∆τ is not decided by apriori. Generally, the larger ∆τ improve the accuracy in

the statistical measurement while the small ∆τ gives a good resolution of the DCF curve. Note that

Edelson and Krolik (1988) argued that the choice of the bin width does not strongly affect the result.

We calculated the DCF between the 30 day-binned gamma-ray flux and the 30-day binned Swift data

and the result is shown in Figure 4.22. The DCF does not show a strong correlation in any time lags.
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Figure 4.22 Discrete correlation function obtained for the gamma-ray and X-ray. Positive values
of the lag correspond to flux in the gamma-ray band lagging flux in the X-ray band.

Month-Scale Variability vs. the Inner Knot
We compare the 30-day binned LC with the separation distance between the Crab pulsar and inner

knot (knot-pulsar separation) observed by Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (Rudy et al., 2015)*14 be-

cause one of the most prominent variable features in Crab Nebula is the inner knot which discovered

by Hester et al. (1995). The 30-day binned LC between MJD 55796 and 57206 represents in Figure

4.23 (black points and left axis). We excluded data points of the gamma-ray fluxes which overlapped

with any peaks of the flares because the fluxes of those points could be dominated by emission related

to the day-scale flaring activities. Data points are interpolated by a cubic spline interpolation (black

solid line). Note that this procedure brings some arbitrariness originated from the definition of flares.

The knot-pulsar separation is shown in Figure 4.23 as red points and the right axis. The ”inner knot"

locates about 0.55–0.75 arcsec to the south east from the Crab pulsar. This structure is interpreted as

a Doppler-boosted emission from the downstream of the oblique termination shock and the bulk of

the synchrotron gamma rays originates from the inner knot based on the MHD simulation (Komis-

*14We choose the Hubble Space Telescope data because the Keck data may have unaccounted systematic errors (Rudy et al.,
2015).
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Figure 4.23 30-day binned gamma-ray flux light curve (100 MeV - 500 GeV) of the Crab syn-
chrotron component and the separation distance between the Crab pulsar and the inner knot. Black
data points represent the gamma-ray energy fluxes. The data points overlapping with any peaks of
the flares are excluded. The points are interpolated using a cubic spline interpolation as plotted in
the solid black line. Red data points show the separation distances between the Crab pulsar and
the inner knot measured by the Hubble Space Telescope (Rudy et al., 2015). The small flares are
presented in the blue lines, and the green lines show the reported flares.

sarov and Lyutikov, 2011). Rudy et al. (2015) compared between gamma-ray flux and the knot-pulsar

separation, and no significant correlation was found between them. However, their gamma-ray data

analysis was based on all-phase interval data and it was difficult to measure weaker fluxes of the Crab

Nebula compared to fluxes of the Crab pulsar. Figure 4.24 shows a scatter plot between the knot

separations from the HST observations and the corresponding gamma-ray energy fluxes based on the

30-day binned LC of Figure 4.23. Since Figure 4.23 does not include the data points of the gamma-ray

fluxes which overlapped with any peaks of the day-scale flares, such data are not plotted in Figure 4.24,

either. It seems that the gamma-ray fluxes become higher when the knot separation is larger. We calcu-

lated the Pearson correlation coefficient, r between the gamma-ray fluxes and the separation distance.

As a result, we obtained r = 0.70 with p-value 5.4×10−3 and this implies the presence of a correlation.

Our discovery provides the first possible correlation of the gamma-ray and any features revealed by

high resolution telescope. One difficultly of the origin of the gamma-ray emission in the Crab Nebula

is the worse angular resolution of the gamma-ray telescopes. This correlation is of great help to under-

stand the particle acceleration site emitting the gamma-ray synchrotron in the Crab Nebula. However,

there are some biases for the selection of the gamma-ray data points. In addition, the observation of
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Figure 4.24 Scatter plot of the gamma-ray energy flux (100 MeV – 500 GeV) and the knot-pulsar
separation. The gamma-ray fluxes were averaged with a 30-day bin and the knot-pulsar separation
was observed by HST within each 30-day bin. With the same definition of the 30-day LC in Fig-
ure 4.23, the data points overlapping with any peaks of the flares are excluded, and the data of the
knot-pulsar separation is taken from Rudy et al. (2015).

the inner knot is relatively sparse to trace various time scale of the gamma-ray flux, therefore more

evenly sampled observations by optical telescopes are necessary to establish the correlation between

the gamma-ray flux and the knot-pulsar separation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion on the Time Variability and
the Origin of the Multi MeV
Synchrotron Gamma-ray Emission in
the Crab Nebula

There are two electron populations which are produce ∼ 100 MeV synchrotron gamma-ray radiation.

One is called “wind electrons”, which are responsible for the bulk non-thermal radiation in X-ray and

TeV gamma-ray band. The “wind electrons” are canonically assumed to extend upto ∼ 1 PeV (e.g.

Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996), and emit ∼ 100 MeV synchrotron gamma-ray photons. The other is

characterized by a hard spectrum with the cut-off emission of those particles is observed as large-

intensity flares (Buehler et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2013). The magnetic reconnection framework is the

most feasible scenario to explain these flares.

At first, we attempt to discuss the flare statistics. We apply the magnetic reconnection framework

to the flares with the cut-off spectra. For the other flares, we examine whether “wind electrons” de-

scribe the relation between the energy fluxes and the photon indices. Then, we try to characterize the

physical environment of the “small flares” based on the observed time variabilities to investigate the

difference between the “small flares” and the “reported flares”. For the month-scale variability, we

discuss whether the “wind electron” can explain the observed fluxes and photon indices and provide a

possibility of the relation between the gamma-ray fluxes and the pulsar-inner knot separation. Finally,

we propose a new picture for the origin of the multi MeV synchrotron gamma-ray based on the studies

in this thesis.
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5.1 The Origin of the Small Flares

5.1.1 Flare Statistics

In Section 4.2.3, we obtained the fluences, characteristic time scales, and photon indices for all

flares, including both the “reported flares” and the “small flares”. The total number of flares amounts

to fourteen thanks to the detections of the “small flares”. The relatively large number of detections

allows one to attempt discussing the features of the flares on a statistical bases.

As seen in Figure 4.17-(b), many of “small flares” have fluences smaller than 2 × 10−4 erg cm−2. It

suggests that even smaller intensity flares may exist although it is difficult to detect such flares with

the current instrument. Superposition of unresolved weak flares may contribute to the variable LC

which is seen in Figure 4.12. Because of the fast variability the flares should be produced through the

synchrotron channel and only electrons with the highest attainable energy may provide a significant

contribution in the GeV energy band. If the spectral analysis of the flare allows one to define the cut-off

energy, one can use the single particle spectrum to define the energy of the emitting particles, E. The

single-particle synchrotron spectrum is described by the following approximate expression:

Fsp(ε) ∝
(
ε

εc

)1/3

exp
(
− ε
εc

)
. (5.1)

The critical energy is defined as εc ≡ 3ℏE2eB
2m3

e c5 , where E, ε, e, me, c, and B are electron energy, photon

energy, the elementary charge, the electron mass, the speed of light, and the magnetic field strength

(Rybicki and Lightman, 1979).

Detection of a cut-off in the LAT band implies that emitting particles are accelerated by some very

efficient radiation mechanism or produced in relativistically moving plasma. Presently, it is broadly

accepted that the magnetic field reconnection scenario provides the most comprehensive approach for

the interpretation of the flaring emission (see, e.g., Cerutti et al., 2012; Bühler and Blandford, 2014).

These models allow one to reproduce some important properties of individual flares successfully, how-

ever do not attempt to study the flare statistics. We, therefore, present here some basic estimates aiming

to describe the flare statistics in the frameworks of the reconnection scenario (see Lyubarsky, 2005, for

a more detailed consideration). We assume that the reconnection proceeds in the relativistic regime,

and we note that we ignore some processes, e.g., for the impact of the guiding magnetic field*1, which

potentially might be very important. However, a detailed consideration of the magnetic reconnection

is beyond the scope of this paper.

If one assumes the flares originate from magnetic reconnection events, then some key aspects of the

flare emission are determined by the geometry of the reconnection region. The schematic view of the

*1the magnetic filed along with the electric field (z-direction in Figure 5.2)
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Figure 5.1 Scatter plot of the fluence and the cut-off energy for each flare in which significant
spectral cut off was observed. Black data point indicates small flares 9 (b) and red points show 2011
April flare, 2013 March flare, 2013 October flare (a) and October flare (b). The critical synchrotron
energy (εc) is defined by the observed cut-off energy. The dashed blue line shows the best fitted
power-law function for those data points.

magnetic reconnection in this section is shown in Figure 5.2. The maximum energy that an electron

can gain in the reconnection region can be estimated as

Emax = eB0L . (5.2)

Here B0 and L are the strength of the reconnecting magnetic field and the length of the layer, respec-

tively. It was assumed here that the reconnection proceeds in the relativistic regime, i.e., the electric

field at the reconnection region is equal to the initial magnetic field (see, e.g., Lyubarsky, 2005, for

a general consideration of relativistic reconnection). The length of the reconnection region, L, deter-

mines the flare rise time, τrise ≃ L/c. The total magnetic energy, which is dissipated in the region, is

given by

WB =
cB2

0

4π
aL

L
c
=

aLL3B2
0

4π
, (5.3)

where a = aLL represent the width of the reconnection region (i.e., its length in the direction perpen-

dicular to the electric field). The emission produced by particles accelerated beyond the ideal MHD

limit might be highly anisotropic (Derishev et al., 2007; Cerutti et al., 2012), as electrons may lose

energy over just a fraction of the gyro radius and photons are emitted within a narrow beaming cone.

The beaming solid angle is determined by the ∆Ω = min[π(ctSYN/rg)2, 4π] , where tSYN ∝ E−1B−2 is
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Figure 5.2 The schematic view of the magnetic reconnection. The incoming Poynting flux is
dissipated in the reconnection layer, whose area is defined by L × aLL. Electrons injected into the
reconnection layer are accelerated by the electric field induced in the layer. Since the electric field at
the reconnection region is equal to the initial magnetic field, B0 in the relativistic regime (see, e.g.,
Lyubarsky, 2005), the maximum electron energy is determined by the length of the reconnection
layer, L, and the initial magnetic field. If the synchrotron loss time scale of the accelerated electron
is shorter than the gyro period, the beaming effect is significant. (Credit: Dmitry Khangulyan, with
modifications by the author.)

the synchrotron cooling time and rg ∝ EB−1 is the gyro radius of the electron. The two values of the

solid angle describe to two distinct regimes: ∆Ω = π(ctSYN/rg)2 corresponds to the strong beaming case

whereas ∆Ω = 4π represents the isotropic radiation case.

The observed fluences can be written as F = ξWB/
(
D2∆Ω

)
, which yields

Fbeaming ∝ B−5/2
0 ε7/2

c (5.4)

for the strong beaming case and
Fiso ∝ B−5/2

0 ε3/2
c (5.5)
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for the isotropic case. Here ξ and D represent the radiation efficiency and the distance to the Crab

Nebula, respectively. ξ represents a fraction of available energy that is transferred to the particles that

produce the flare and must be less than unity. Generally, the magnetic field carries a significant part of

energy because of the presence of the guide magnetic field, so one can expect ξ ∼ 1–10%. The scatter

plot of the fluence FSYN and the critical photon frequency is shown in Figure 5.1. The dependence

between these quantities was fitted with a power-law function:

εc ∝ F p
SYN . (5.6)

We include here only the flares that allow the detections of the cut-off energies (i.e., small flare 9 (b),

2011 April flare, 2013 March flare, 2013 October flare (a) and October flare (b)). For these data points

we obtained p = 0.69±0.35 as the best-fit values. The line corresponding to the best-fit approximation

is shown in Figure 5.1 as blue dashed line.

The dependence of the fluence on the critical synchrotron energy for the anisotropic regime, p =

0.286, does not seem to agree with the revealed best-fit approximation. However, the isotropic regime,

p = 0.66, might be consistent with the dependence, although we note that the error bars are significant.

This might be taken as a hint for the reconnection origin of the variable emission, but more detailed

consideration makes this possibility to be less feasible. Namely, Eq. (5.5) allows one to obtain esti-

mates for the strength of the magnetic field as

Biso ≃ 400 a
2
5
L ξ

2
5

(
D

2 kpc

)− 4
5 (

εc

300 MeV

) 3
5
(

FSYN

6 × 10−4 erg cm−2

)− 2
5

µG , (5.7)

As it is shown below, the detected rise and decay time scales require a significantly stronger mag-

netic field. This discrepancy implies that the magnetic field reconnection cannot be readily taken as

the ultimate explanation for the origin of the variable GeV emission detected from the Crab Nebula,

suggesting that other phenomena, e.g., Doppler boosting plays important role (see, e.g., Buehler et al.,

2012).

Reconstruction of the spectrum of emitting particles for the flares that do not allow defining the cut-

off energy is less straight forward. Let us assume that the electron spectrum is described by a power-law

with an exponential cut-off: dN
dE ∝ E−αexp (−E/Emax). The modeling of the emission from the Crab

Nebula implies that the high energy part of the electron spectrum is characterized by α ≃ 3.23 and the

cut-off energy is in the PeV band Emax ≃ 3 PeV (as obtained by Meyer et al., 2010, in the framework

of the constant B-field model). The total synchrotron spectrum is then

F(ε) ∝
∫

dE′E′−αexp
(−E′/Emax

) ( ε
εc

)1/3

exp
(
− ε
εc

)
. (5.8)

For the spectra, which do not allow determination of the cut-off frequency, one should expect

εc(Emax) ≲ 100 MeV or εc(Emax) ≫ 100 MeV, the later possibility is however robustly excluded by
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the synchrotron radiation theory and the broadband spectrum measured with Fermi–LAT *2. In the

regime ε ≥ εc(Emax), the above integral can be computed with the steepest descent method yielding in

F(ε) ∝ E−α+1
max

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)− 6α−5
18

exp

− 3
22/3

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)1/3 , (5.9)

where the dependence on Emax and B is kept. The photon index at ε can be obtained as

ΓSYN ≃ 1 −
dF(ε/εc(Emax))

dε

F(ε/εc(Emax))
ε , (5.10)

which can be derived analytically:

ΓSYN =
6α + 13

18
+

1
22/3

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)1/3

. (5.11)

The variable gamma-ray emission might originate from the distribution of non-thermal electrons

that are responsible for the broad-band emission from the Crab Nebula. For example if the strength of

the magnetic field fluctuates or the electron cut-off energy changes. To probe these possibility we set

α = 3.23, and study the relation between the flare flux and photon index. If the variation is caused by

a change of the magnetic field (i.e., Emax = const), then

F(ε) ∝ (ΓSYN − 1.8)−2.4 exp (−3 (ΓSYN − 1.8)) . (5.12)

If the variability of the gamma-ray emission is caused by a change of the electron cut-off energy, then

there is an addition factor in the expression that determines the flux level:

F(ε) ∝ (ΓSYN − 1.8)0.95 exp (−3 (ΓSYN − 1.8)) . (5.13)

The scatter plot of the both “small flares” flux and reported flares flux without detection of the cur-

vature structure and photon index is shown in Figure 5.3. From the figure it can be seen that the data

points seem to be inconsistent with Eq. (5.12), which corresponds to the case when the flare is gen-

erated by a changing magnetic field. Although Eq. (5.13) agrees better with the data, the discrepancy

is still large. This suggests that one-zone model does not allow one to study the seen variability, and

a more detailed model is required. In particular, the properties at the flare production site might be

different from the typical conditions inferred for the nebula, implying a realization of a multi-zone

configuration. In what follows we try to infer the conditions at the flare production site using simple

synchrotron models for individual “small flares”.

5.1.2 Magnetic Field Strength at the Emission Site

All “small flares” except for one episode allow defining the rise and decay time-scales based on

1.5-day binned light curves. Here, we discuss constrains on the magnetic field strength assuming

*2The observed cut-off energy between COMPTEL and Fermi–LAT band was 97 ± 12 MeV (Abdo et al., 2010a)
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Figure 5.3 Scatter plot of the energy flux and the photon index for the flares that resulted in non-
detection of the cut-off energy. Red points: reported flares. Black points: small flares. Two lines
show the best fit approximation of the data points by Eq. (5.12) (Emax =const.: blue line) and
Eq. (5.13) (B =const: orange line).

the synchrotron origin of the emission. For the sake of simplicity we adopt a model that assumes

a homogeneous magnetic field in the flare production site, which does not move relativistically with

respect to the observer. Thus the rise time is associated with particle acceleration time-scale:

tacc ≃ 10η
( E
1 PeV

) ( B
100µG

)−1

d , (5.14)

where η, E and B are acceleration efficiency (η → 1 for particle acceleration by reconnection), elec-

tron energy and magnetic field strength, respectively. Since variability is registered for ∼ 100 MeV

emission, then one obtains

E ≃ 4
(

B
100µG

)−1/2 (
ε

100 MeV

)1/2
PeV , (5.15)

where ε is synchrotron photon energy. This yields an acceleration time of

tacc ≃ 40η
(

B
100µG

)−3/2 (
ε

100 MeV

)1/2
d , (5.16)

which translates to the following limitation on the magnetic field strength:

B ≃ 1η2/3
( tacc

1 d

)−2/3 (
ε

100 MeV

)1/3
mG . (5.17)
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Observational requirement of τacc ≈ 1 d implies an extremely strong magnetic field or an acceleration

with efficiency exceeding the ideal MHD limit: η < 1. We note however, that the cooling time, which

is associated with the decay time (≈ 2 d), does not depend on the acceleration efficiency. The cooling

time for the synchrotron emission is determined by

tSYN = 100
(

ε

100 MeV

)−1/2 ( B
1 mG

)−3/2

d . (5.18)

Eqs. (5.16) and (5.18) allow us to obtain the following constraint for the magnetic field

B ≃ 1
( tSYN

2 d

)−2/3 (
ε

100 MeV

)−1/3
mG . (5.19)

This estimate is valid for the isotropic radiation regime, which, in particular, implies negligible Doppler

boosting and homogeneity of the magnetic field. These assumptions are most likely violated for the

big flares (see, e.g., Buehler et al., 2012). We nevertheless adopt these assumptions here as we aim

testing the consistency of the “small flares” with these assumption ex adverso.

Given that (i) both the rise and decay time-scales are short, (ii) the dependence on the photon energy

in Eqs. (5.17) and (5.19) is inverse, the magnetic field in the production region needs to be very strong,

approaching the mG value. This estimate seems to be inconsistent with Eq. (5.7), posing certain

difficulties for the reconnection scenario.

In PWN magnetic field can provide an important contribution to the local pressure:

PB =
B2

8π
= 4 × 10−10

(
B

100µG

)2

erg cm−3 . (5.20)

On the other hand, PWNe are expected to be nearly isobaric systems, thus the characteristic pressure

in the Crab Nebula can be determined by the location of the pulsar wind termination shock:

PPWN ≃
2
3
× LSD

4πR2
TSc
≃ 5 × 10−9

(
LSD

5 × 1038 erg s−1

) (
RTS

0.14 pc

)−2

erg cm−3 , (5.21)

where LSD and RTS are spindown luminosity of the central pulsar and the location of the termination

shock, respectively. Such total pressure implies the magnetic field of B ≲ 400µG, which appears to be

significantly weaker than the strength required for acceleration and cooling of the particles responsible

for the “small flares.”

This implies that the production of small flares under conditions typical for the nebula is diffi-

cult. One of the common approaches to relax the constraints imposed by the fast variability is to

involve a relativistically moving production site (Komissarov and Lyutikov, 2011; Lyutikov et al.,

2016). Namely, the apparent variability time-scales are shorted:

t =
t′

δ
, (5.22)
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Figure 5.4 Doppler factor of each flare. The values are derived from Eq. (5.23) (red lower limits)
and (5.24 (blue lower limits))

where t′ is plasma co-moving frame time scales. In addition the emission frequency changes as well, so

the co-moving frame photon energy is ε′ = ε/δ. Thus, one obtains that the requirements for magnetic

field strength, Eqs. (5.17) and (5.19) are relaxed by a factor δ and δ
1
3 , respectively.

The maximum magnetic field strength consistent with the nebular pressure, B = 400µG, gives the

following lower limit of the bulk Lorentz factors from Eqs. (5.17) and (5.19):

δ > 3η2/3
( tacc

1 d

)−2/3 (
ε

100 MeV

)1/3
(

B
400µG

)−1

(5.23)

δ > 30
( tSYN

2 d

)−2 (
ε

100 MeV

)−1
(

B
400µG

)−3

. (5.24)

The resulting doppler factor of each flare is shown in Figure 5.4

The existence of such high bulk Lorentz factors in the termination shock downstream region seems

to be challenging, but, probably, cannot be excluded from the first principles. For example, the bulk

Lorentz factor of a weakly magnetized flow passing through an inclined relativistic shock depends only

on the inclination angle α: γ = 3/(
√

8 sinα) (see, e.g., Bogovalov and Khangoulyan, 2002). Thus, the

required bulk Lorentz factors, γ ≃ 15, can be achieved if the pulsar wind velocity makes an angle of

α ∼ 5◦ with the termination shock (see Figure 5.5). We note, however, that detailed MHD simulations

are required to verify feasibility of the production of the variable GeV emission in relativistically

moving plasma. Such MHD simulations should allow one to obtain a realistic magnetic field and

plasma internal energy in the flow that is formed at the inclined termination shock. These parameters
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Figure 5.5 Schematic image of the termination shock and the inclination angle α.

are required to define the spectrum of non-thermal particles in the flow and in turn to compute the

synchrotron radiation (Porth et al., 2014; Lyutikov et al., 2016).

5.2 The Origin of the Month Scale Variability

5.2.1 Testing the Possibility by the “Wind Electrons"

We could obtain the distribution of the gamma-ray flux and the photon index based on the 30-

day binned analysis. This results indicates there is no clear correlation but the highest-flux state and

the lowest-flux state has the different photon index: Γ = 4.03 ± 0.07 for highest-flux state and Γ =

4.95 ± 0.26 (see Figure 4.21). The question is that the flux-sorted distribution can be explained by the

distribution of non-thermal electrons that are responsible for the broad-band emission. Here, we refer

this non-thermal electron component as “wind electrons”. In order to verify this possibility, we apply

the same method described in Section 5.1. The electron distribution is assumed to be a power-law with

cut-off function (e.g. Atoyan and Aharonian, 1996; Mayer et al., 2013):

dN
dE
∝ E−3.23 exp

(
− E

Ecut

)
(5.25)

where Ecut represents the electron cut-off energy, Ecut ∼ 1 PeV. The radiation from the “wind elec-

trons” corresponds to the bulk non-thermal emission above X-ray in the Crab Nebula. In this case, the

asymptotic synchrotron spectrum can be written:

F(ε) ∝ E−α+1
max

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)− 6α−5
18

exp

− 3
22/3

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)1/3 , (5.26)
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Figure 5.6 Scatter plot of the energy flux and the photon index for the flux-sorted results. Two
lines show the best fit approximation of the data points by Eq. (5.29) (Emax =const.: blue line) and
Eq. (5.30) (B =const: orange line).

where εc is the critical synchrotron frequency defined by εc ≡ 3ℏE2eB
2m3

e c5 , where E, e, me, c, and B are

electron energy, the elementary charge, the electron mass, the speed of light, and the magnetic field

strength (Rybicki and Lightman, 1979). The photon index at ε can be obtained as

ΓSYN ≃ 1 −
dF(ε/εc(Emax))

dε

F(ε/εc(Emax))
ε . (5.27)

This yields the following approximate relation between the photon index and the critical frequency:

ΓSYN =
6α + 13

18
+

1
22/3

(
ε

εc(Emax)

)1/3

. (5.28)

If the energy flux and photon index variation is caused by a fluctuation of the strength of the magnetic

field, the relation between the flux and photon index is written by

F(ε) ∝ (ΓSYN − 1.8)−2.4 exp (−3 (ΓSYN − 1.8)) . (5.29)

If the variability of the gamma-ray emission is caused by a change of the electron cut-off energy, then

there is an addition factor in the expression that determines the flux level:

F(ε) ∝ (ΓSYN − 1.8)0.95 exp (−3 (ΓSYN − 1.8)) . (5.30)

The fitting results are shown in Figure 5.6. The best-fitted lines provide a certain explanation of

the distribution, however the discrepancy still remains for especially the softest component. This
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discrepancy implies that the origin of ∼ 100 MeV gamma-rays is different from the “wind electrons”

while more sophisticated models can not be excluded.

5.2.2 Correlation between the Gamma-ray Flux and the Separation Distance of
the Inner Knot and the Crab Pulsar

In Section 4.2.4, we obtained a possible relation of the gamma-ray energy flux to the knot-pulsar

separation. This tendency is, however, inconsistent with the prediction of the MHD model by Komis-

sarov and Lyutikov (2011). On the other hand, we argued that the gamma-ray synchrotron originated

from a region with a strong magnetic field, like the base of the jet, in Section 3.2.2 and 5.2.1. A pos-

sible scenario is that a perturbation of the termination shock affects the magnetic pressure at the base

of the jet if the correlation is real. The knot-pulsar separation has a strong dependence on the shock

geometry, because the inner knot is considered to be a result of the strong Doppler boosting at the

downstream of the termination shock (e.g Lyutikov et al., 2016). In this case, one can expect a time

lag between particle acceleration at the base of the jet and emitting gamma rays and the fluctuation of

the shock geometry. However, we compared the month scale gamma-ray with relatively sparse optical

observations therefore it is difficult to infer any time delay between the gamma-ray emission and the

knot-pulsar separation in the current data set. The further observations are necessary not only to estab-

lish the correlation but also to test this possibility. In addition, higher-resolution MHD simulations are

required to study how the magnetic pressure at the jet affects the termination shock geometry.

5.3 Origin of Multi MeV gamma ray

In this thesis, we study the origin of the PeV electrons in the Crab Nebula. There are two possible

sites of the acceleration upto PeV: the termination shock and the base of the jet. The scenario that the

electrons accelerated at the termination shock (“wind electrons”) and advected with the MHD flow can

reproduce both the spectrum and the extension of the UV, X-ray and TeV (H. E. S. S. Collaboration

et al., 2019a), while the acceleration upto PeV at the termination shock is only an assumption. The

base of the jet is the most feasible site of the flare production (e.g. Lyutikov et al., 2018a), because a

strong magnetic field and a large magnetization parameter might be realized in there.

MeV and multi hundred TeV gamma rays allow one to estimate the strength of the magnetic field at

the acceleration site. The resulting magnetic field is weak, 118 µG and this indicates a difficulty of the

confinement of PeV electrons. A possible solution is multi MeV gamma-ray emission originates from

a new electron component. We showed that the two-zone model (“wind electron” +Maxwellian-type

distribution) can reproduce the MeV to TeV gamma-ray spectrum.

We could detect nine low-intensity flares (“small flares”) which have not been reported in literature

(“reported flares”). Production sites of all flares (both “reported flares” and “small flare”) require strong
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magnetic fields, B ∼ 1 mG, because of their short time scales. This indicates that not only “reported

flares” but also “small flares” originate from the non-ordinary environment which is not expected by

the modeling of the non-thermal emission. Since the detection of flares is limited by the sensitivity of

the current detectors, one can expect the existence of weaker flares. This implies that the contribution

of flares might not be small to multi MeV gamma-ray spectrum. In addition, the month-scale gamma-

ray variability does not correlate with the hard X-ray (15–50 keV), and also indicates another electron

distribution which is different from “wind electrons”. Interestingly, we found a possible correlation

between the monthly gamma-ray flux and the pulsar-knot separation. If this feature is real, this is

the first case of establishing a link between the gamma-ray flux level and some spatially resolved

morphological feature seen in the Crab Nebula with some high resolution telescope. The current

theoretical models and optical/near infrared observation suggest an anti-correlation. Therefore the

inner knot itself seems to be less feasible for the gamma-ray emission site but the dynamics of the

termination shock might affect the gamma-ray fluxes.

Our works presented in this thesis suggest that the bulk of multi MeV emission and flare emission

have a common production site. The most feasible site is the base of jet where the MHD simulation

suggests strong magnetic fields, B ∼ 1 mG (Porth et al., 2014). Figure 5.7 represents the current

understanding of the Crab Nebula with the results obtained in this thesis highlighted in red fonts.

According to our scenario, the persistent electron acceleration at the jet is responsible for the bulk multi

MeV gamma-ray emission and flares originate from a strong flux enhancement such as the beaming

and/or Doppler boost effect. The possibility of the gamma-ray origin at the base of the jet was discussed

by Lyubarsky (2012) from the theoretical point of view and the recent MHD simulations imply the

requirement of an additional acceleration to explain the brightness of the jet (Porth et al., 2014). The

existence of the new electron component can test by the feature TeV gamma-ray observatories and

MeV missions.

Finally, the hard electron spectrum is required to explain the multi MeV gamma-ray emission (see

Section 3). Such a hard electron spectrum was also found by the blazar 3C 279 flare (Hayashida

et al., 2015). The understanding of the acceleration in the Crab Nebula may help to shed light on the

acceleration in blazar jets which is another important issue in the high energy astrophysics.
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Figure 5.7 Crab Nebula with key hydrodynamic structures shown schematically. Locations and
expected physical conditions are shown for the relevant production sites. Conditions revealed in
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2002a).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We studied the origin of PeV electrons in the Crab Nebula based on the recent detection of 100 TeV

gamma-ray emission from the Crab Nebula and observational studies with Fermi-LAT focusing on the

day-scale and month-scale time variability. We summarized the results of this thesis as follows.

• We have obtained a constraint on the strength of the magnetic field nearby the acceleration

site in a parameter-free way and put constraints on the MHD models for the Crab Nebula,

in particular on the feasible magnetization and anisotropy of the pulsar wind. The obtained

magnetic field is weak, 118 µG, to be consistent with observed fluxes measured in the MeV and

> 100 TeV gamma-ray bands, which requires a small magnetization parameter σ ≃ 0.01 and a

highly anisotropic pulsar wind. In addition, the gyro radius of PeV electrons in B ∼ 100 µG

is about 40% of the scale of the termination shock, which indicates that it is difficult to confine

PeV electrons in a compact region nearby the termination shock. These implies the presence of

the second component that is responsible for multi MeV gamma-ray synchrotron emission.

• We have discovered nine small-flux flares, “small flares” by analyzing 7.4 years gamma-ray data

obtained with Fermi-LAT. The “small flares” and the flares which were reported in literature are

characterized by “harder when brighter” feature. Observed energy fluxes and the photon indices

during the flare state face difficulties by non-thermal electron distribution that is responsible

for the broadband synchrotron emission. In addition, “small flares” show the day-scale time

variability. The short time variabilities require the strong magnetic field of B ∼ 1 mG which

is larger than the typical strength of the magnetic field in the nebula. The presence of the

“small flares” implies that the contribution of flaring components are not small for the 100

MeV gamma-ray emission.

• We have confirmed the month-scale time variability which was indicated by Abdo et al. (2011)

and this variability is significant even if all flares are excluded. The observed energy fluxes and

photon indices based on the 30-day binned analysis can not be explained by emission of elec-

trons from the broad-band distribution which is responsible for the bulk of X-ray emission. This
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implies that the month-scale variability requires another electron population, likely residing in

a strong magnetic field of B ∼ 1 mG. In addition, we found a possible correlation between

the gamma-ray flux and the separation distance of the inner knot and the Crab pulsar. Further

observations of the inner knot is required to verify the correlation.

Our observational and theoretical works suggest that “small flares” and the bulk of synchrotron

gamma-ray emission originate from a region with a strong magnetic field B ∼ 1 mG. This appears

to be similar to the requirements for large-flux flares, which may imply that the origin of all multi

MeV synchrotron emission is the same. As revealed with MHD simulations, regions with such a

strong magnetic field should be located at the base of the jet. Our findings indicate that a second

electron population is required to explain the gamma-ray synchrotron emission. Currently, there is

no observational results that allow one to distinguish the day-scale variability and the month-scale

variability, therefore it is possible that all synchrotron gamma-ray present a superposition of the short

(∼day) and weak variable components, which can not be resolved by the current detectors. If the

correlation between the gamma-ray and knot-pulsar separation is established, the origin of the month-

scale or bulk gamma-ray emission is expected to be related with dynamics of the termination shock.

If our scenario is correct, a new electron distribution, which is different from the electron distribution

responsible for the bulk X-ray emission, is required. The presence of the second population can be

tested by future MeV and TeV gamma-ray missions and detailed MHD simulations are also required

to verify the feasibility of the production of synchrotron emission at the jet.
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Appendix

A Probability density distributions of radiative model parameters

Figure A.1 show the probability density distributions of radiative model parameters fit to the INTE-

GRAL/SPI data points and the > 10 TeV gamma-ray data points.
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